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Table 11.1 Contents of Alumni News in date order of graduation

Name Year Page Name Year Page

Ian Lambert 1963 174 Doone Wyborn 1983 216

Fred Doutch 1965 175 Michael Andrew 216

Peter Cook 1966 176 Bruce Turner 217

Sue Jephcott 178 Jane Rodgers 217

Martin Carr 1967 178 Jon Olley 1984 218

Peter Lang 179 Robert Creaser 218

David Purcell 181 Oliver Raymond 1985 219

Ian Raine 1968 181 Angela Hume/Thorn 219

Wayne Mayo 182 Paul Johnston 220

Graeme Torr 183 Jyrki Pienmunne 220

David Moore 183 Tim Munson 1986 221

Victor Gostin 183 Simone Veitch 222

Nick Arndt 1969 184 Herman Voorhoeve 223

Wally Bucknell 184 Monica Yeung 223

John Flanagan 185 Kristina Ringwood 1987 223

Anne Felton 185 Steve Sheppard 224

Gavin Young 186 Michael Conan-Davis 224

Bob Day 188 Pauline English 1988 224

Phil Hohnen 188 John Stanner 1990 225

Bruce Nisbet 1970 189 Mark Gordon 225

Richard Price 190 Geoff Deacon 226

Bill McKay 190 Jeremy Peters 1991 226

Andrew Lawrence 1971 191 Dennis Franklin 227

Greg Anderson 191 Cameron Schubert 228

John Wedell 192 Robrt Corkery 1992 228

Gifford O’Hare 193 Chris De-Vitry 229

Ross Clarke 193 Claudia Camarotto 229

John Foden 193 Penny King 230

Dave Gibson 193 Antony Shepherd 230

Don Poynton 193 Chris Pigram 1993 230
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Name Year Page Name Year Page

Tim Griffin 194 Megan James/Spandler 231

John Magee 195 Clinton Rivers 231

Bruce Duff 1972 198 Ron Hackney 231

Rod Nazer 198 Ignacio Martinez 1993 232

John Gorter 198 Tierry Correge 232

David Holloway 199 Roger Skirrow 233

John Brush 1973 200 Greg Miles 1994 234

Phil Creaser 201 Ulrika Troitzsch 235

Gerry Reinson 1974 Tony Meixner 1995 236

John Kennard 201 Tony Rathburn 236

Jim Colwell 202 Tim Barrows 237

Brad Pillans 1974 203 David Tilley 1998 237

David McKirdy 1975 203 Leanne Dancie/Armand 1997 238

Simon Beams 1975 204 Leah Moore 239

Doug Mason 1975 208 Kriton Glenn 239

Mark Stevens 1976 209 Shawn Stanley 1997 239

Ian Smith 209 Dave McPherson 1998 240

Jane Creaser/O’Brian Sophie O’Dwyer 241

Bill Collins 1977 210 Heather Catchpole 2000 242

Peter Ward 1979 211 Lynda Radke 242

Ray Slater 212 Cameron O’Neil 242

Sue Coote/Slater 211 Michelle Spooner 2001 243

Ian Ferguson 1981 212 Kurt Worden 243

Mukul Bhatia 213 Samantha Williams 2002 243

Joyce Temperly 213 David Murgese 2003 243

Paul Habelko 214 Peter Collett 2006 244

Gordon Taylor 1982 215 Thomas Abraham-James 244

Our graduates have spread across Australia and overseas with employment in 
many aspects of geology and related disciplines. Some have maintained contacts 
with each other or the department; others we have lost track of. I have attempted 
to contact as many as possible by advertisement or word of mouth. Listed here 
(in graduation date order) are potted histories—some in their own words—of 
those who responded. 

Ian Bruce Lambert
Ian Bruce Lambert was in the first intake of the Geology Department in 1959 
(it was then in the Canberra University College), and was its first honours graduate 
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(1963). After completing a PhD in Geochemistry at the RSES, he was appointed 
a Research Fellow at the University of Chicago. He returned to Canberra to join 
the CSIRO, working in the Baas Becking Geobiological Laboratory, which was 
a joint venture with the Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR), where he spent 
18 years and headed the minerals and stable-isotope programs. After a period as 
a freelance consultant, he joined the Australian Government in 1990, where he 
has held a series of senior management positions related to mineral resources, 
resource access, land use, natural-resource management and environmental 
protection. 

Since 1998, he has led the National Projects, Resources and Advice Group 
within Geoscience Australia (GA), involving wide-ranging advice, analyses, 
strategic planning and representational roles in support of minerals policy 
development and decisions on land use. He is Australian Representative on 
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development Nuclear Energy 
Agency/International Atomic Energy Agency OECD-NEA/IAEA Uranium 
Group (Vice-Chair). He is currently Secretary-General for the thirty-fourth 
International Geological Congress to be held in Brisbane in August 2012, 
and an ad-hoc member of the National Committee for Earth Sciences, dealing 
with international geoscience matters. He represented GA as a Member of the 
Board of the Cooperative Research Centre for Landscape Evolution and Mineral 
Exploration (CRC-LEME).

He has published more than 90 refereed scientific research and review papers 
on a wide range of topics and more than 150 scientific/technical reports. He has 
made hundreds of formal presentations at major meetings, including more than 
50 keynote addresses. Ian has received international research awards, which 
funded work in: Japan (Japanese Government Award for Foreign Specialists); 
Europe (Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship); China (Academia Sinica); 
and Africa (Commonwealth Fellowship). He was also awarded an Australian 
Government Senior Executive Fellowship in 2000, which funded travel to several 
continents to study technical advice in relation to sustainable development 
policy. In 2001, he was honoured to receive the Geology Department’s Professor 
D. A. Brown Medal. 

Hadrian Frederick Doutch
Hadrian Frederick (Fred) Doutch was the first mature-age student, graduating 
with Double Geology in 1965. He had previously started Geology at Sydney 
University in 1947 together with David Branagan (the future geological 
historian), and then worked as a geological draughtsman in London and the 
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Somaliland Protectorate for the British Overseas Survey, and with the BMR in 
Canberra. He was the first ANU student to study structural geology with Mike 
Rickard, discussing chapters of the newly published Turner and Weiss text each 
week. He also included two years of science psychology in his degree—possibly 
qualifying him as a psycho-geologist! 

His early work with the BMR had him looking into local drainage problems, 
and siting water bores; he graduated to soft-rock and regional field mapping 
via the Northern Territory and central Queensland to being party leader 
for a combined BMR–GSQ (Geological Survey of Queensland) survey of the 
Carpentaria Basin. In the 1970s, he had a major hand in preparing a tectonic 
map of Australia as a contribution to a Commission for the Tectonic Map of 
the World project. His draughting experience made him a valuable member 
of this team. Subsequently, in the 1980s, he was Chairman for the south-west 
quadrant of a US Geological Survey (USGS) Circum-Pacific Map Project, which 
overlapped with a two-year stint with the Australian Agency for International 
Development (AusAID) in the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and 
the Pacific (ESCAP) in Bangkok as an editor/stratigrapher, encouraging member 
nations to submit basin summaries for publication.

He retired from the BMR in 1986, but later worked off and on as a consultant 
to its Indonesian–Australian Geological Mapping Project, its jubilee Geological 
Map of Australia, and the aborted Tectonic Map of the Tasman Fold Belt System. 
Fred is currently eighty-one years old and professes to be moribund, but 
is mildly bemused by the postulated outcomes of the Larger Hadrian Collector!

Peter Cook
Peter Cook took his BSc (Hons) from the University of Durham (UK). 
His professional career commenced in 1961 with the BMR, when he worked 
in central Australia for several years and for one field season in Antarctica. 
He then took an MSc from the ANU in 1966 on work at the northern edge of the 
Amadeus Basin. 

After two years’ research in the western United States for a PhD at the 
University of Colorado, he returned to work on phosphate deposits in northern 
Australia. He joined RSES in 1976, where he carried out research into sedimentary-
hosted mineral deposits, especially phosphate deposits, and commenced a major 
study of the palaeogeographic evolution of Australia. His major contribution 
to the understanding and predictive modelling of phosphorite deposits was 
recognised in his co-chairmanship of the International Geological Correlation 
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Project (IGCP 156) between 1977 and 1984. This work led to the publication, in 
three volumes, by Cambridge University Press of Phosphate Deposits of the World. 
Peter’s global perspective continued to be recognised through his subsequent 
chairmanship of the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO) Intergovernmental Oceanic Commission Programme of Ocean Science 
in relation to Non-Living Resources since 1985. In 1982, he  returned to the 
BMR and, between 1982 and 2000, held a number of senior positions in that 
organisation including Head of Division and Chief Research Scientist. During 
this period, he also took a one-year break as professor at the Université Louis 
Pasteur, Strasbourg, and was a Visiting Fellow at the ANU and the Resource 
Systems Institute of the University of Hawai’i.

In 1990, Dr Cook was appointed Director of the British Geological Survey. 
He served on many national and international committees including periods as 
President of the Association of Geological Surveys of the European Union and 
the Forum of Directors of European Geological Surveys. He has been a consultant 
to several governments on reorganisation of their national geological surveys 
including those of Greece and Finland. He left the British Geological Survey 
in 1998 and returned to Australia, where he became Executive Director of the 
Australian Petroleum Cooperative Research Centre (CRC)—an organisation 
funded by industry, government and academia involving approximately 
100 researchers and graduate students throughout Australia. He also continued 
his involvement with international bodies such as the Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission, the Advisory Committee on Protection of the Seas, 
the International Union of Geological Sciences—for which (in 2000) he chaired an 
international review panel of its activities—and the Academy of Technological 
Sciences and Engineering as well as the Mineral Industry Research Organisation 
of Great Britain.

In 1998, he also formed two companies, PJC International Proprietary 
Limited, which involved him in strategic issues for international mining 
companies, restructuring issues for a number of geological surveys, scientific 
reviews and audits, and MineXchange, which has been involved in a number of 
mineral exploration activities.

At present, he is Chief Executive of the CRC for Greenhouse Gas Technologies 
(CO2CRC)—a major research and development initiative focused on the capture 
and geological storage of carbon dioxide as a greenhouse-gas mitigation option. 
This brings together more than 100 researchers from universities and research 
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organisations in Australia, New Zealand and internationally as well as many of 
the world’s largest resource companies in order to pursue collaborative research 
and development.

Dr Cook is a Fellow of the Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering 
and has been recognised for his work for science and industry through the 
award of a CBE, the John Coke Medal, the Public Service Medal, the Centennial 
Medal, the Lewis G. Weeks Medal and the Leopold von Buch Medal—bestowed 
by the Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft during its 156th annual meeting in 
Leipzig in 2004—honouring his exceptional contributions to economic geology, 
especially to the geology of phosphate deposits, and his contribution to building 
and improving national and international geoscientific networks. He has also 
been awarded a DSc from the University of Durham. He is the author and co-
author of more than 120 publications. 

Sue Jephcott
‘After four years with the Geology Department as a laboratory technician, 
I completed my part-time BSc in 1966. I was then fortunate to get a research 
position with Mount Isa Mines until 1971, when I moved to Tennant Creek as a 
field geologist with Geopeko for a year. Thereafter, I returned to Victoria to take 
over the family farm. Collecting all things geological has kept me sane!’

Martin J. Carr
Martin J. Carr was the ANU’s first First-Class Honours graduate in Geology 
(in 1967), and was then awarded a Commonwealth Postgraduate Scholarship to 
study Quaternary marginal marine stratigraphy and tectonics at the University 
of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, obtaining his PhD in 1970. Marriage 
and a family—necessitating the earning of a serious living within the mining 
industry—then intervened in the planned further pursuit of an academic career.

As an exploration geologist, Martin moved from metals exploration in 
outback Australia, western Canada and southern Africa, to coal in New Zealand, 
Australia and Indonesia, to gold in New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and west 
and central Africa. Perhaps his most challenging post was that of Resident Mine 
Manager at a goldmine in the remote Highlands of Papua New Guinea in the 
early 1990s, where a wild little man wielding an axe opened with ‘Give me a job, 
or I’ll kill you’—a line one does not learn at Harvard Business School! Life as 
Regional Exploration Manager for a large goldmining company based in Ghana, 
even stints in the Congo Republic, Burkina Faso, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Senegal and Mali, proved easy going in comparison, and when all else 
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failed in west Africa there was always the option of a cold beer under a coconut 
palm. Martin finally retired to Tasmania in 2000, relocating in 2007 to be closer 
to family in New Zealand.

Peter Lang
‘Geology set me off on a fantastic career; I would love to be still doing it! My interest 
in engineering geology started very early. My father was a friend to some of 
the engineers on the Snowy Mountains Scheme. At an early age, I was taken 
into the tunnels and onto the dams during construction. At Cranbrook School, 
Sydney, geology was my favourite subject. My geology teacher, Mr Tebbutt, 
had a major influence on my career; he enthralled me from second year to the 
Leaving Certificate in 1964. The ANU Geology Department kept the passion 
going. The staff were responsible for where I have been and where I am now. In 
third year, I had a mapping project near Dalgety. My supervisor was Dr Alan 
White; one day I drove him in my old 1959 VW from Canberra to my mapping 
area so he could review my work. He never came anywhere with me driving 
after that! I went on to join the Holden Dealer Team and won the Australian 
Rally Championship in 1973. I always reckoned a major reason for winning was 
my ability to read the road conditions ahead due to an understanding of the 
topography and geology. I also instigated the Canberra Day Car Rally that is now 
a round of the Pacific Rally Championship.

‘I helped build Corin and Googong dams, and all Canberra’s sewerage tunnels. 
David Purcell (ANU Geology, 1969) was my first real boss—at least the first who 
could influence me. He managed to interest me in a career in geology, as opposed 
to me using the BMR as simply a source of income to support my rally driving.

‘Having solved all the problems with the Googong Dam foundations, and 
the diversion tunnel (I actually logged some drill core), I went to England and 
Ireland for a year and met Anne. I came back to Australia, and the BMR. Then 
one day my boss walked into the office and said ‘Anyone want to go to Canada 
for a year?’ BC Hydro and Power Authority were building the Revelstoke Hydro 
Project. They wanted engineering geologists with real tunnelling experience. 
Quick as a flash, I put my hand up, and I was off. I worked on the Revelstoke 
project for two years and learnt an enormous amount. We had to instrument 
and stabilise a landslide 2 km by 2 km by 250 m thick that had been moving 
very slowly ever since the ice sheets retreated. If we did not stabilise it, it could 
slide into the new reservoir, and create a wall of water that would break the 
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14 dams downstream on the Columbia River, wash away the city of Portland, 
Washington, and the Hanford nuclear facility, where the nuclear waste from 
early weapons development was stored in drums on the floodplain!

‘From Revelstoke, I went back to London for a year to do my MSc in 
Engineering Rock Mechanics at Imperial College (and got a son). I returned 
to Canada to the Syncrude tar sand mine. At the time, it was the largest mine 
in the world in terms of material moved per day. I learnt lots there, too. Then 
to Montreal Engineering Company and hydro-electric projects in the Yukon, 
Newfoundland, Nigeria and Guyana (got a second son). Then to foundation 
investigations for the Wolsung nuclear power station in Korea. By the way, 
this power station has the best lifetime capacity factor of any nuclear power 
station in the world. I say that demonstrates the value of excellent geological 
investigations (but not everyone can see the connection). Next I managed the 
rock mechanics program in the Canadian Underground Research Laboratory—
part of the Canadian Nuclear-Fuel Waste Management Program. This was the 
best time of my career. Canada provided what seemed like unlimited funding 
for scientists to conduct experiments in the Canadian Shield in a dedicated 
facility we built ourselves at a depth of 400 m. We installed instruments and 
drilled and blasted and heated and pumped water and injected tracers and 
measured everything imaginable over distances up to hundreds of kilometres. 
We worked collaboratively with scientists from the other countries involved in 
nuclear power and waste disposal. The program was better than climate-change 
scientists could ever hope for—and far more relevant for the planet!

‘It was back to Australia in 1989 to build the very fast train from Sydney to 
Melbourne via Canberra (and to educate our two boys in Australia). The project 
fell through, so I did many small jobs for the Snowy Mountains Engineering 
Corporation. Then I went to Energy Research and Development Corporation, 
where I managed the Commonwealth’s investment (seed funding) in 70 energy 
research and development projects around Australia—including new coal-power 
technologies for geosequestration; solar thermal power; methane extraction, 
liquefaction and powering of coal trucks from Appin to Wollongong; the gas 
buses in all the capital cities; natural gas-powered intercity road transport; and 
many energy conservation projects.

‘As Tim Fischer’s Resources and Energy Adviser, I produced the Coalition’s 
Minerals and Energy Policy for the 1993 election. After the election loss, I 
joined ACT Electricity and Water (Actew) and worked on the Environmental-
Improvement Project at the Lower Molonglo Water-Quality Control Centre. At 
Actew, I started moving into project management and cost and schedule control 
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systems. I then set up my own business providing consulting advice to various 
agencies. This was lucrative for five years and has contributed virtually 100 
per cent of our superannuation savings. Right now, my position title is “self-
appointed expert on everything that matters”.’

David Purcell 
‘I finished study at the ANU at the end of 1967, which is more than 40 years 
ago, and I cannot believe how time has flown! The only student from that period 
I have been in regular contact with is Peter Lang, with whom I used to work in 
the early 1970s.

‘My first job after graduation was as an engineering geologist with the Snowy 
Mountains Engineering Corporation (SMEC). With SMEC, I was involved with 
feasibility studies and construction of major civil engineering projects such as 
dams, power stations, tunnels and pipelines. A few years later, I joined the BMR 
as a senior geologist doing similar work. After 12 years with the BMR, I left 
to become a consultant in the engineering field. Within a year, I decided on 
a career change and became involved in gold and gemstone prospecting and, 
before too long, was mining Queensland boulder opal between Winton and 
Quilpie. I mined, processed, retailed and wholesaled these wonderful gems at 
the height of their popularity between 1982 and the late 1990s. With the help 
of my wife, Louise, we operated a screening plant, D9 dozer, 30 t excavator 
and drill rig in an open-cut operation covering several leases to depths of up to 
20 m. We completed mining and restoration work on our last lease at the end of 
the 2006 field season and then retired—although I am now working full-time 
for a short period in my son’s IT and brokering business. I have lived on the 
Gold Coast since 1980.’

Ian Raine 
‘Mine is a very simple story. After graduating BSc (Honours) in Geology from 
the ANU in 1968, I worked briefly in Sedimentary Petrology at the BMR during 
their work on the Sydney Basin. I left the BMR in 1969 to commence a PhD 
study in the former Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology of the 
Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU. My thesis, completed in 1974, was on 
pollen transport and sedimentation and the late Quaternary vegetation history 
of the Snowy Mountains. I was employed as a palynologist by the New Zealand 
Geological Survey in Lower Hutt at the end of that year, and I have been there 
ever since.
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‘I live in Wellington, and have two adult children: my son, Gareth, is a GIS 
specialist with the NSW Rural Fire Service in Sydney, and my daughter, Frances, 
in Canberra assists with care of the elderly. My main professional role in New 
Zealand has been in applying palynology to dating Permian to Cenozoic strata 
for regional geological mapping, sedimentary basin studies, and petroleum and 
coalfield exploration. I have also been involved with development of the New 
Zealand Fossil Record File and Stratigraphic Lexicon databases, and recently 
a catalogue of New Zealand fossil pollen and spores. Current projects include 
taxonomic and biostratigraphic study of New Zealand Jurassic and Cretaceous 
palynomorphs, vegetation and climate change at the Cretaceous–Tertiary and 
Paleocene–Eocene boundaries, and biogeography of Cenozoic Antarctic and 
southern high-latitude floras as a participant in the international Cape Roberts 
and ANDRILL projects. The Antarctic research entailed laboratory work at 
McMurdo Station for three summer seasons, and has enabled travel to several 
overseas conferences in recent years. My partner, Pam, is an archaeologist and 
I tend to get involved in her projects, too.’

Wayne Mayo 
‘Graduating in 1968 with a double major in geology and a sub-major in statistics, 
I first had to complete two years’ National Service with the Australian Army. 
Prior geological fieldwork—including vacation employment with Broken Hill 
South mapping phosphate deposits at Duchess, Queensland—actually helped 
the transition to service in the infantry corps. In 1970, after National Service, 
I joined the then BMR and, while there, working on the geochemistry of the 
Broad Sound Estuary in Queensland, I completed an economics degree. This 
degree included a computer science major driven both by the large amount 
of computing and mathematical/statistical analysis involved in the estuarine 
research study and by encroaching demands for computer expertise in the 
geological branch of the BMR. 

‘Economics beckoned and, in 1976, I joined the Industries Assistance 
Commission (now Productivity Commission). The transition to economics was 
made easy by the research culture at the commission (weekly seminars, much 
statistical analysis, lively discussions during tea breaks, and so on) and the 
common use with the BMR of the CSIRO’s mainframe computer. Direct links to 
the geological world resurfaced there with involvement in commission inquiries 
such as the taxation of the mining and petroleum industries and crude-oil 
pricing. The focus on publishing in the geological world well embedded, my 
first economics publication (to do with resource-rent taxation) arose out of this 
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work on the latter inquiry. But more formal economics study was required and, 
in 1979, I completed an honours-equivalent year and joined the Commonwealth 
Treasury in 1980 to get closer to the policy action.

‘During 20 years in the Treasury, I worked on taxation reforms, microeconomic 
reforms, privatisation of Australian Airlines and Qantas (on secondment to the 
Department of Finance) and macroeconomic policy issues (including the Treasury 
macroeconomic model). The odd publication was possible, particularly in the 
early years, as was some computer modelling. Since leaving Treasury in 2000, 
I have been “back to the future” in terms of getting up to date with the latest 
computer programming software for use in such tasks as building a “complete” 
business income-tax model (in part under contract with the Australian Taxation 
Office) and associated consulting work.’

Graeme Torr
Graeme Torr graduated with Honours from the ANU in 1968 and an MSc from 
Imperial College London in Mineral Exploration in 1980. ‘I worked with BHP 
Minerals as exploration geologist from 1969 to 1999, in Australia, Papua New 
Guinea and Indonesia searching for a variety of minerals; then, from 2002, 
worked with the Victorian Department of Primary Industries in the petroleum 
information section.’

David Moore
David Moore claims he struggled through his degree, finally graduating in 1968. 
He then worked with Peko-Wallsend, spending a year on fieldwork at Tennant 
Creek, and, after a break for National Service, another two years at Tennant 
Creek in the copper–gold mines. He then searched for uranium for the Atomic 
Energy Commission until the project was shut down for political reasons. From 
1975 to 1979, he joined the NT Geological Survey, and then joined BHP in 
Melbourne working on gold exploration, including two years in New Zealand 
and as a strategic analyst and interpreter of regional magnetic and gravity data 
sets. Since 1995, he has been doing similar work with the Geological Survey 
of Victoria.

Victor Gostin
Victor Gostin studied the lower Permian glaciogene sediments in the Durras–
Ulladulla area on the South Coast of New South Wales for his PhD (1965–68), 
supervised by Keith Crook. From 1970 until the present, he has worked at the 
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University of Adelaide, rising from Lecturer to Senior Lecturer in 1976, to 
Associate Professor (1994) and Head of Department (1992–95). He retired in 
2001, but continues as a Senior Research Fellow.

His research work has been concerned with Precambrian glaciogene 
sediments, regolith and landscape development, and the effects of meteorite 
impacts (the Acraman Impact) in the ancient sedimentary record. He has edited 
or contributed to two books and numerous journal and conference articles. He 
has broadcast regularly on Adelaide radio, and lectured periodically to schools 
and clubs on geoscience and environmental issues.

Nick Arndt 
‘I have moved around a lot but now am settled in France; it comes of having 
a French wife, Catherine Chauvel, who is also a geochemist, and the French 
do not transplant well! Since graduating from the ANU in 1969, I worked for 
a year in a fly-by-night company during the first nickel boom, did a PhD in 
Toronto (1975) and postdoctorates at the Carnegie Institute in Washington, DC, 
and at the University of Montreal. I also taught for three years in Saskatoon 
before reverting to postdoctoral status, subsequently upgraded to that of 
Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter, at the Max Planck Institute in Mainz, Germany. 
I then accepted a research–teaching position in the University of Rennes and 
now another position at the University of Grenoble, where I have the exalted 
position of “Professeur classe exceptionnelle echelon 2”. My research is mainly 
along two lines. The first involves komatiites and, more generally, the conditions 
at the surface and in the interior of the Archean Earth; the second deals with 
large igneous provinces, their origin, their ore deposits and their impact on 
global climate.’

Wally Bucknell 
‘After graduating in 1969, I went to Canada with Peter Moignard and explored 
for uranium in northern Saskatchewan for two years, and then spent 11 years 
with Rio Algom in the Canadian Shield and Appalachians (VMS, gold, uranium, 
potash, SEDEX, whatever). I then moved back to Perth in 1984 to join Noranda 
Australia, which became Plutonic Resources, and that was a real buzz through 
the 1990s, with lots of (gold) discoveries and big exploration budgets. Since 
Plutonic was taken over about 10 years ago, I have been running an ASX junior 
(Atlantic Gold), whose main asset now is an emerging open-pit gold development 
in Nova Scotia, which should be in production in about 18 months. 
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‘I live in Sydney with my wife and three (more or less grown up) kids: oldest 
son at IBM, middle daughter a nurse and living at home, and youngest son 
also at home and finishing Engineering/Science at Sydney University. Note, no 
geologists!’

John Flanagan 
‘I finished my degree in 1969, majoring in Geology, whilst on a scholarship for 
the NSW Department of Education. The next year, I went to Sydney University 
and completed the Diploma in Education. In 1971, I started to work as a 
science teacher for NSW Government schools and worked for the Education 
Department for my entire working life, almost always in the NSW country, and 
I have now retired in Orange. The Geology degree I completed at the ANU was 
very comprehensive. My eldest son followed my interest and became a mining 
engineer. When I graduated, it was the height of the Poseidon nickel boom and 
now it is the iron-ore boom more than 30 years later.’

Anne Felton 
‘Planning a career as an industrial chemist, I embarked on first year at the 
ANU—my “local” university. Not wanting to do a biological subject, I took 
Geology AO1 in first year as my fourth subject (in addition to Chemistry 1, 
General Maths and Physics 1). Geology opened up a new, wonderful world of 
crystals, fossilised remains, folds and faults, and 100 different minerals to learn 
in first year alone. The field trips, however, with Geology Department staff to 
explain how rocks worked and soils formed made sense of the lectures and 
theory, and the prospect of having the whole world for a laboratory instead of 
just a room in a building won me over. In third year, I did a double major in 
geology. 

‘I began first year in 1964 and graduated with Honours in 1969, having gone 
part-time for a couple of years to repeat failed subjects (Chemistry) and earn 
money. At the end of third year, I was awarded a NSW Department of Mines 
Cadetship, so I could afford to stay on at university for another year! Thus, 
I became the first woman to complete the four-year Honours Degree in Geology 
at the ANU. This launched me on a geological career that I have stayed with ever 
since, and most of the projects I have worked on have been field based.

‘My clearest memories of my time as an undergraduate in the Geology 
Department are of the inspiring presence of Professor David Brown, and the 
very high standards of teaching. Our lecturers were passionate about their 
specialty subjects and were always willing to explain difficult concepts (often 
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several times). The enthusiasm of the academic staff for both their teaching and 
their research, and excellent support from the technical staff, made for a lively 
department. The excellent teaching and emphasis on field studies have proved 
to be very good training for the variety of geological work I have done with the 
NSW Geological Survey and the (then) Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology 
and Geophysics. Even later, I was encouraged by several of my former teachers 
to undertake a PhD degree in sedimentology at the University of Wollongong, 
which I completed in 1993. 

‘I returned to the Geology Department as a Visiting Fellow in 1992, and again 
in 2005 after a period of research at the University of Hawai’i. This research 
(which I am continuing here in Australia) is about the sedimentology of rocky 
shorelines and has ranged through depositional processes and environments of 
the gravelly erosional products that accumulate on them, the impacts of tsunami 
and storm waves (‘Big Rocks’), and the origins of Pleistocene coastal gravels 
on oceanic hotspot islands. I am writing a series of papers on this work (four 
published; one in press).’

Gavin Young 
‘I was introduced to geology in 1966, witnessing Tony Eggleton’s first lectures 
for Geology AO1. In the following years, I benefited from a Commonwealth 
Government Free Place (as a clerk in the Navy Department!) to do full-time 
university (second and third-year Geology). Instead of work experience as 
a trainee geologist during vacations, I was assigned some fascinating tasks by 
the Navy Department, of which the annual furniture inventory is still fixed 
in my memory. Because I would be bonded to work for the Government on 
completion of the degree, it was suggested that I also do statistics/economics 
as well as geology, to give some career options in the Public Service other than 
the BMR, which was not highly regarded in some quarters. This advice was not 
followed exactly! 

‘During the big drought of 1968, Geology Department staff (including 
Professor and Mrs Brown and Dr Campbell) had visited Cave Island, Lake 
Burrinjuck, to examine a tract of well-exposed limestones that had been 
underwater for years. They discovered abundant fossil bones of Devonian fish, 
and this was the material researched for my honours thesis, combined with 
mapping of the limestones in the Wee Jasper Valley, for which I got First-Class 
Honours in 1969. 
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‘My geological employment began in 1970 in the BMR museum, with 
responsibility for sorting out the palaeontology collections, but with 50 per cent 
of the time allocated for researching Devonian fossil fish. A significant 
opportunity arose to visit Antarctica with Dr Alex Ritchie of the Australian 
Museum, to collect fossil fish in the Transantarctic Mountains. With BMR 
support from John Casey (Assistant Director), I joined the fifteenth Victoria 
University of Wellington Antarctic Expedition (VUWAE 15) led by Dr Peter 
Barrett (Victoria University). The 1969–70 VUWAE had discovered abundant 
fossil fish in the Devonian Aztec siltstone. Many of the localities were within 
the eastern sector of the Australian Antarctic Territory, but completely remote 
and inaccessible from Australian Antarctic bases. The New Zealand Antarctic 
Research Program operated from Scott Base (with US logistical support). It seems 
that the only ‘public servant’ from Canberra previously sent to this region to 
‘geologise’ in the employment of the Commonwealth Government was T. Griffith 
Taylor, who participated in Scott’s British Antarctic expedition to the South 
Pole in 1911–12!

‘Living for three months in tents and travelling by toboggan and sled in the 
Transantarctic Mountains during the summer of 1970–71 were memorable field 
experiences. It also set the scene for many decades of research on the Aztec 
Devonian fish fauna (nearly finished in 2008). Some 433 published pages in 
journal articles and monographs (a few with co-authors Carole Burrow, John 
Long, Alex Ritchie and Sue Turner) have documented nearly 50 genera and 
species, making the Aztec assemblage one of the most diverse Devonian fish 
occurrences known throughout the world for the middle–late Devonian. 

‘An Australian Government scholarship permitted me to go to London 
to study for my PhD in the British Museum (Natural History), which held 
some 500 fossil fish specimens from the Burrinjuck area collected during two 
British expeditions to Australia in 1955 and 1963. Some exceptional skulls and 
braincases collected from Wee Jasper during my honours year formed the basis 
for a PhD in Zoology at the University of London, in 1976. 

‘The next 20 years of research with the BMR (which became AGSO, then GA) 
focused increasingly on using fossils to solve geological problems, with fieldwork 
in the Canning Basin (1972), Amadeus Basin (1973, 1984, 1991), Georgina 
Basin (1974, 1977), and many localities in south-eastern Australia, including 
geological mapping of the upper Devonian Hervey Group on the Forbes 1:250 
000 sheet under the “National Geoscience Mapping Accord” during 1994–96. 
Overseas conferences and fieldwork included New Zealand (1980), China (1981, 
1987, 1992), the United States (1985, 1992), England (1988), Venezuela (1992), 
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Malaysia (1993), France and Germany (1993, 1995), and Vietnam (1995)—
all externally funded except the BMR-funded US trip in 1985. During this 
period, I was involved in organising two significant conferences in the Geology 
Department—the first with Ken Campbell (ANU) and Alex Ritchie (Australian 
Museum) being the International Symposium on Early Vertebrates held in 
Sydney and Canberra in February 1983 (see Plate 5.1); and, a decade later, when 
President of the Association of Australasian Palaeontologists, a symposium was 
held to honour Professor Ken Campbell on his retirement from the ANU staff 
(February 1993). Both resulted in published symposium volumes.

‘As the union leader in the Australian Geological Survey Organisation 
(AGSO) during 1996, when “downsizing” of the Public Service under the 
Howard government impacted on geologist positions, I had numerous meetings 
with fellow ex-ANU Geology student Neil Williams (by then AGSO Director). 
A committee of 13 was formed to fight the proposed retrenchments of many 
geologists. The success of this endeavour is indicated by the fact that (along with 
many other geologists) all 13 committee members were themselves retrenched! 
I subsequently became a Visiting Fellow with DEMS.’

Bob Day
Bob Day completed his PhD in Palaeontology in 1969 as a staff candidate. 
He  subsequently worked for Esso Exploration and Production Proprietary 
Limited for three years as a petroleum geologist. He then joined the Geological 
Survey of Queensland in 1973 and held several positions: Principal Geologist, 
Assistant Chief Government Geologist, Director of the Fossil Fuels Branch, 
and Director of Regional Investigations. Then, in 1986, he took an MBA and 
became Principal Coordinator and then Manager of Information Services for 
the Department of Mines and Energy. In 1988, he went back to the Geological 
Survey as Chief Government Geologist. In 1995, he took early retirement, 
but, after six months, returned as Director-General of Mines and Energy, then 
Chairman of the Coal Board and Electricity Regulator. In 1998, he retired to 
become a Director of Arrow Energy, and, in 2006, non-Executive Chairman of 
Pure Energy Resources Limited.

Phil Honen 
‘Isn’t the Net wonderful? Here I am 40 years on, in northern Thailand, and you 
track me down! Well done, and good to hear from you. After graduating in 1969 
and working for the BMR, I had two successful stints at opal mining—the first 
(1977–81) ended when we got greedy and split into opal and gold-prospecting 
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teams. David Purcell moved our operations north and found a lot of boulder 
opal that lifted off the ironstone substrate and hence would not cut into stones. 
I then prospected for alluvial gold along 80 km of the Palmer River on Cape York 
Peninsula. We found interesting prospects, but the bottom line was our report 
was delayed in reaching the Queensland Mines Department, and they would not 
renew our Authority to Prospect, despite a meeting with the Minister for Mines.

‘I decided that it was all too hard to return to geology after working at what 
some regarded as a non-professional field. I had a home by now on Queensland’s 
Gold Coast and worked at a variety of jobs before being asked, in 1987, to return 
to opal mining as a consultant. What transpired, briefly, is that I found, quickly, 
millions of dollars worth of very high-quality boulder opal, but was cheated out 
of my share while on a break.

‘I became totally disillusioned and decided to stay home with my family and 
opened an antiques business, which I stayed with until completing Bible College 
in 1997. After that I visited the United Kingdom and Israel and helped Creation 
Ministries make some videos. After this, I travelled to Papua New Guinea on 
mission work and finally to Thailand in March 2000. I came to Chiang Mai seven 
years ago at fifty-four years young to start a children’s home for abandoned and 
HIV-positive babies, and a new life. Five years later, we have 18 staff, 24 children 
ranging down from five-plus years—all healthy and being educated inhouse on 
3 acres (1.2 ha) of fruit trees on a terrace overlooking the Ping River at a rural 
location called ‘Hot’, 111 km south of Chiang Mai. We started with bare soil 
and now have a school, three dormitories, a kitchen/dining Bali-styled hut and 
a new recreation yurt, as well as teachers’ cottage and laundry building. We still 
need to set up our own web site, but others mention us—“Baan Fah Sighy” or, 
translated, “Blue Skies Children’s Home”.’

Bruce Nisbet
Bruce Nisbet came from James Cook University of North Queensland (JCUNQ) 
to take Honours in 1970. He mapped at Captains Flat and, after graduating, he 
completed a PhD in Structural Geology at Albany (New York State). He then went 
enthusiastically into exploration geology with Craig Williams (a fellow ANU 
graduate)—first with Hunter Resources, and that led to the discovery, among 
other successes, of the Ernest Henry deposit in 1990. This success was awarded 
AMEC’s ‘Prospector of the Year’ award. They then very successfully developed 
Equinox Resources, working from England in Zambia and Peru. Laurie Curtis 
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(another ANU graduate) had just joined Bruce in a new exploration venture in 
South America when sadly he died of cancer in May 2006. Craig Williams is now 
CEO of Equinox, and they run the biggest copper mine in Africa.

Richard Price
Richard Price took his Honours Degree in 1970. He comments that the degree 
covered a wide range of sub-disciplines and prepared him well for employment 
in exploration and research careers: ‘we learnt most of our geology during field 
excursions, mapping camps and field projects.’ He won an Australasian Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM) bursary in 1968, and worked as a research 
assistant with Bruce Chappell in 1971.

After graduating, he spent a year with MIM at Mount Isa, and then 
became a Teaching Fellow at the University of Otago, New Zealand, working 
on the geochemistry of the Miocene Dunedin volcanics for a PhD—gained in 
1974. From 1974 to 1998, he progressed from Lecturer to Reader at La Trobe 
University, also serving as Chair of the Department, Head of the School of Earth 
Sciences and Dean of the School of Physical Sciences. From 1998 to the present, 
he has been Professor and Dean of the School of Science and Engineering at 
the University of Waikato, New Zealand. He has held visiting appointments at 
MIT (1981–82), University of Auckland (1989), RSES (1989, 1994), University of 
Melbourne (1997), University of Tasmania (2001), and University College Cork 
(2005).

W. (Bill) J. McKay
W. (Bill) J. McKay was awarded BSc (Geology, Hons 2A) in 1970 and, some 20 
years later, returned to the ANU part-time and completed a PhD in Economic 
Geology. On completing honours, he joined Jododex Australia as Exploration 
Geologist based at the Woodlawn base-metal prospect in New South Wales. 
He was involved in exploration and feasibility investigations of the Woodlawn 
deposit until 1974, and then joined Mount Isa Mines as Senior Research 
Petrologist, Milling Research, based in Mount Isa. He returned to Canberra 
to work at Woodlawn in the late 1970s as Senior Mine Geologist (later Chief 
Geologist, then GM Resource Development) for the Woodlawn Mines Joint 
Venture. The  1980s was an interesting and challenging period as the joint 
venture wrestled with low metal prices, difficult massive sulfide (complex ore) 
metallurgy and transition from open-cut to underground mining at Woodlawn.

In the late 1980s, he joined the Australian Public Service (BMR), primarily 
to remain in Canberra and write up his PhD. During the early 1990s, he was 
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seconded to the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to provide technical 
advice on matters relating to deep-seabed mineral exploration and mining under 
the UN Law of the Sea Convention, prior to Australia becoming a signatory 
to and then ratifying the convention. From this, he gravitated into numerous 
and varied technical advice/assessment roles for the Australian Government, 
while employed by the Bureau of Resource Sciences and AGSO. These included 
a temporary (six-month) secondment to the Northern Territory as Director of 
the Geological Survey and assignments advising on institutional strengthening 
in Fiji and addressing issues relating to the exploration and mining of phosphate 
on Christmas Island and Nauru. Currently, he is employed as Executive Officer, 
Onshore Energy and Minerals Division, at Geoscience Australia (GA). 

In 1970, he married Cathy O’Donnell (BSc Hons Zoology ANU and BEc 
University of Queensland). They have a daughter, Valerie (solicitor, living in 
London), born in Mount Isa, and sons Kenneth (deceased) and Owen (studying 
medicine at Newcastle), born in Canberra. Valerie and her husband, Michael, 
presented us with our first grandson, Daniel, in March 2008. 

The information on the following group of five students who graduated in 
the early 1970s was submitted by Andrew Lawrence. 

Andrew Lawrence
From 1981 to 1983, Andrew Lawrence worked in coastal Saudi Arabia, Sinai 
and Yemen for Seltrust Engineering searching for evaporates, especially potash. 
He also worked in Iran and Liberia. He currently manages the Perth geological 
section for Hatch—a large global consulting and engineering company. 

Greg Anderson
After graduation, Greg Anderson went to Papua New Guinea as an engineering 
geologist. He is currently Executive Director for the PNG Chamber of Mines 
and Petroleum. He gives presentations on development prospects in Papua New 
Guinea at various forums in Australia. 
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Plate 11.1 The Grogans in 1974: Gifford O’Hare, Greg Anderson, John Wedell, 
Ross Clarke and Andrew Lawrence
Photo from Andy Lawrence

Plate 11.2 The Grogans in 2008: John Weddell, Greg Anderson, Andrew Lawrence, 
Gifford O’Hare, Ross Clarke framed
Photo from Andy Lawrence
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John Wedell
John Wedell has now retired from teaching and various IT roles and lives in 
Sydney. 

Gifford O’Hare
Gifford O’Hare is currently teaching in Sydney. 

Ross Clarke
Ross Clarke graduated in 1971. He was President of the Student Geological 
Society and organised help after the road accident at Gundagai wrecked one 
of our homecoming field vehicles. He made his career in Johannesburg, South 
Africa, where he is now General Manager for Alfred H. Knight—a cargo 
inspectorate that specialises in ores, concentrates and metals.

John Foden
John Foden (BSc ANU 1971; Hons Tas. 1973; PhD Tas. 1980) worked as 
exploration geologist with Esso (1972–74); Research Assistant, Macquarie 
University (1979–81); and postdoctorally at Adelaide University (1981–84), and 
then was a staff member, rising to Professor in 2005. He has served as Head of 
Department, as President of the Geological Society of Australia (GSA), and on the 
editorial boards of several journals. His petrological and geochemical research 
has concentrated on magmas in modern and ancient island arcs, especially in 
Indonesia, and on the origin of granites. 

Dave Gibson
Dave Gibson took his Honours at ANU in 1971, specialising in soft-rock geology. 
Then, from 1972 to 1985, he worked with the BMR on regional mapping in the 
Carpentaria and Canning basins, and spent two years in Papua New Guinea 
and several years researching oil-shale occurrences. In 1983, he became one of 
the founding members of the BMR Regolith Group. After 1985, he left geology 
for a life of leisure on the NSW South Coast—lawn mowing, teaching music 
and wholesaling florists’ greenery. Returning to Canberra in 1995, he took up 
contract work in regolith and geomorphology for the CRC-LEME based at GA.

Don Poynton 
‘Since graduating in 1971, I have been fortunate enough to have never had a day 
without a job—somewhat unusual in the very cyclical petroleum exploration 
business. Over the past 35-plus years, I have worked for Geophysical Services 
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International (1972), BOCAL/Woodside (1972–79), Mesa (1979–84), WMC 
Resources (1984–97) and, since 1997, for a small Australian explorer and 
producer, Strike Oil. These days, I am fortunate to be able to combine two of 
my interests and wear the hat of Manager of Exploration and Environment. 
A majority of my work has been in Australia, although two years in the world’s 
oil capital, Houston, with WMC, were most rewarding. Probably my best 
memories, however, are of a year spent on the island of Timor in 1974–75 doing 
geological fieldwork and follow-up drilling. We were aware that Indonesia was 
going to invade Portuguese Timor, as our calls for a doctor after an aircraft 
accident were met with ‘no doctors available, all been sent to border’, and the 
next night their warships passed close to the island we were working on. We left 
Timor a few days before the invasion.

‘As most of my time is now spent in the office, I try to incorporate a bit of 
outdoors geology into my holidays. Some of my more adventurous tours have 
included Patagonia, Antarctica and Mongolia. To keep my wife happy, we also 
embark on some more idyllic walking holidays such as following the footsteps of 
William Smith (in Somerset)—inspired by the map that hung in the old lecture 
theatre—exploring the Dinosaur Coast (in Yorkshire) to view the cliffs where 
biostratigraphy was born and the Jurassic Coast (in Dorset and Devon) to view 
the wonderful exposures, and, of course, look for the odd fossil or two.

Tim Griffin
Tim Griffin completed his honours project on the Moruya granite under Bruce 
Chappell in December 1971—the year after the nickel boom collapsed. ‘I then 
joined Alan White at La Trobe University in 1972 as the second staff member of 
the brand new Geology Department to prepare first-year practical class materials. 
This was lots of fun, and included weekend field trips to get samples for rock 
and mineral sets. Whitey had just returned from sabbatical in the United States 
and had a great American accent and cowboy swagger to stir up the first-year 
students. I married Steph Day, an ANU Biology graduate who also did first-year 
geology. We arrived in Townsville in the wake of Cyclone Althea for a PhD 
on the Tertiary McBride volcanics to map lava craters, cinder cones, long lava 
flows (up to 160 km Undara flow), lava tunnels/tubes and collapses, and so on. 
I worked on the geochemistry and high-pressure rock and mineral inclusions.

‘The industry was still depressed so the odd short visits to Papua New Guinea 
in 1974 and 1975 sowed the seeds for a move to join the PNG Geological Survey 
in 1976 to start 1:100 000 geological mapping. I worked around Ok Tedi in the 
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Star Mountains on the border with Iran Jaya (West Papua), central Papua New 
Guinea and Mount Wilhelm, and made brief visits to many other parts of the 
country, including Bougainville, Rabaul and the Sepik.

‘With two young children in tow, I joined the Geological Survey of Western 
Australia and moved to the Kalgoorlie office in 1980 at the start of the gold 
boom. We began the systematic 1:100 000-scale mapping in Western Australia, 
where we recently reached our 150th map sheet with a further 450 to go—but 
only if there is value in mapping a massive area of sand dunes and not much 
else! We mapped across the eastern Goldfields and the Kimberley as well as 
reporting on the geology, tectonics and mineralisation across Western Australia 
as part of a fantastic team of very enthusiastic colleagues.

‘I took on a senior management role in the Geological Survey of Western 
Australia in 1995, as we moved entirely to a digital approach to map production 
and management of data and information, and watched the massive impact 
of SHRIMP as it provided age constraints on the Precambrian rock history of 
Western Australia. 

‘I have been Executive Director of the Geological Survey of Western Australia 
for seven years now and have seen the growth in budgets and staff—and many 
changes in the approach to the mapping, capture, storage and delivery of 
geoscience information; but the underlying fundamentals of geology remain. 
Dealing with this change and the political issues—particularly the competing 
interests that impact on land access for exploration—provides special challenges, 
and it is not pleasing to see the ignorance within the general community of the 
fundamental role that geology and resources plays in our day-to-day lives. What 
is exciting is the work in Western Australia on the evolution of the early crust, 
atmosphere and life on Earth, and the crossover between research in molecular 
biology and geochemistry. It is very pleasing to see the value that the geoscience 
fraternity continues to place on good regional geology studies, in all its forms, 
as commodity prices rise, geological models evolve in the search for ore bodies 
with no surface expression, and as new applications appear, such as carbon-
dioxide geosequestration and geothermal energy.’

John Magee 
‘My direct connection with the Department of Geology extends for 40 years—
from 1968 to 2008. I completed a BSc pass degree with a major in Geology, 
plus some Zoology and Physical Geography sub-majors in 1971. I had a very 
undistinguished undergraduate record and did not gain entry to honours, 
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which was a good thing as I had not found a specific focus for my geological 
interest, and would have done badly. I did not think so at the time, and was 
very disappointed. I then managed to contract a major illness, which laid 
me low for some 18 months till late 1972 when I recovered enough to seek 
employment, without any success. Then in early 1973, when I was about to 
depart for New Zealand for an extended bit of travelling, a job was advertised 
in the Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology, RSPAS, ANU, to assist 
Jim Bowler in working on the Quaternary geology and geomorphology at Lake 
Mungo, western New South Wales, as well as assisting geological interpretation 
of archaeological excavations. With a favourable reference from the department, 
I got the job. This started out as a part-time position and gradually evolved into 
a full-time role as Jim Bowler’s research assistant. I found that I loved the desert, 
loved working in the Quaternary and Jim was an excellent and inspiring person 
to work for. The work was interesting and challenging and I thrived. Between 
contracts, I had a nine-month stint with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife 
Service doing a resource survey of the Lake Mungo region, which eventually 
led to the establishment of the national park at Lake Mungo. Nevertheless, I was 
not happy in the bureaucracy and I was very pleased to return to the ANU 
working for Jim Bowler in 1977.

‘I stayed at Biogeography and Geomorphology, and later, the Division of 
Archaeology and Natural History, which grew from a merger of the Prehistory 
and Biogeography and Geomorphology departments, till 1997. The research work 
evolved away from Lake Mungo and into the desert proper with funding by the 
ANU of a major interdisciplinary project jointly conducted by Biogeography 
and Geomorphology and RSES, called SLEADS (Salt Lakes Evaporites and 
Aeolian Deposits). This project developed specialist equipment to drive on 
playas and salt lakes and to drill the sediments to reconstruct arid-zone palaeo-
environmental and palaeoclimatic history. At the same time, I resurrected my 
academic career and enrolled part-time in an MSc qualifying course back at 
the Geology Department, supervised by Keith Crook. Progress was slow with 
work commitments (often involving long field trips to central Australian salt 
lakes to supervise the SLEADS drilling crew). In 1988, however, I eventually 
graduated with an MSc by thesis on “Chemical and clastic sediments and late 
Quaternary history, Prungle Lakes, western NSW”. In July 1982, I led the first 
SLEADS drilling trip to Lake Eyre, which initiated a long research connection 
with that lake. After Jim Bowler departed the ANU in the late 1980s and the 
SLEADS project had finished its fieldwork stage, I stayed on at Biogeography 
and Geomorphology, and then Archaeology and Natural History, continuing 
analysis of the SLEADS cores and working on other projects. My main research 
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interest, however, was a part-time PhD on Lake Eyre, which I commenced in 
late 1989, and the project was enhanced soon after starting when luminescence 
dating became available, which allowed Quaternary sediments to be dated well 
beyond the 35–40 000-year limit of radiocarbon. My thesis project title was 
“Late Quaternary environments and palaeohydrology of Lake Eyre, arid central 
Australia”.

‘The period 1996–97 was momentous in my life, as I was made redundant 
when the geological part of Archaeology and Natural History was abolished 
by an anti-science RSPAS Director aided by the misguided economic-rationalist 
regime that flourished at the ANU at the time. I was awarded an ARC Postdoctoral 
Fellowship in late October 1997, provided my thesis was submitted before the 
end of the year. That was achieved—about three hours before the ANU closed 
for its Christmas break. I duly started a new life as an academic back in the 
Department of Geology in January 1998, working on extending the Quaternary 
and climate history record from Lake Eyre and comparing it with other sites. 
Throughout my Lake Eyre research work, I had collaborated with Professor 
Gifford Miller of the University of Colorado to date sediments by amino-acid 
racemisation (AAR), U-series and radiocarbon dating of the eggshell of the large 
flightless ground birds the emu and the now extinct Genyornis. Eggshell of both 
birds is the most common biomineral in the arid zone and preserves its original 
chemical composition with great fidelity, which makes it ideal for chronological 
and isotopic analyses. Almost inadvertently, we managed to date the extinction 
of Genyornis—an element of the Australian mega-fauna, which all became 
extinct across the continent about 46–50 000 years ago, soon after the arrival 
of humans on the continent. The cause of the extinction has been debated 
widely for some 150 years and our geochronological research and subsequent 
detailed palaeodietary comparisons of emu and Genyornis, from stable carbon 
isotopes, have provided valuable new information for resolving that mystery. 
Tim Flannery described this research as having “broken the deadlock” in the 
mega-faunal extinction debate. Work on Quaternary palaeo-environments and 
mega-faunal extinction continued into an ARC QE 2 Fellowship until 2006, and 
was an exciting and productive episode. 

‘At the end of the QE2 Fellowship, however, I was unable to obtain further 
ARC fellowship support and research activities have come to a disappointing 
end, with many directions unfinished or barely started. I now find myself, like 
many geologists probably do, unemployed and without any realistic avenues of 
employment. I have had a few contracts at GA and the Bureau of Rural Sciences, 
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but I am too old to reinvent myself and too young (and with insufficient and 
dispersed superannuation) to retire. I have been a Visiting Fellow in Earth and 
Marine Sciences and now RSES since the end of my ARC positions.’

Bruce Duff
Bruce Duff graduated in 1972 and then worked for the BMR during 1973 
and 1974, before gaining his PhD in Palaeomagnetism from Leeds University 
in 1978. After working as a research assistant at the ANU on the Wagga-to-
Batemans Bay structural transect during 1979–80, he was employed by Shell 
International as a geophysicist—in the Netherlands from 1980 to 1984, then 
in Oman (1984–87). Several international postings with the Belgian company 
PetroFina followed (1987–99)—first as an explorationist, then as a negotiator 
within their commercial department. Total’s acquisition of PetroFina in 1999 led 
to a further three years of similar commercial work. In 2003, Bruce returned to 
Australia and joined Oil Search as New Business Manager.

Rod Nazer
Rod Nazer was a keen student in the ANU Geology Department from 1967 
until 1972, completing his honours year under the supervision of Professor 
Ken Campbell. He then moved to Canada and commenced postgraduate studies 
at the University of Toronto. Owing to the transfer of his supervisor to the 
University of Queensland, Rod moved to Brisbane in 1974, and graduated in 
1977. He then took a position at Canberra Grammar School (CGS) as a specialist 
geology teacher, completing a Diploma in Education (with Distinction) through 
Mitchell College, Bathurst, in 1981. After 10 years at CGS, Rod took a position 
as Science Coordinator at Geelong Grammar’s Timbertop campus. Returning to 
Canberra in 1990, Rod taught for 11 years at St Edmund’s College—the last 
eight years as Science Coordinator. He returned to CGS in 2001 and enjoys 
teaching science (including geology) to students in years 7–10 and physics to 
HSC students. 

John D. Gorter
John D. Gorter graduated in 1972 with Honours in Marsupial Palaeontology, 
and, in 1993, with a PhD from the University of New South Wales on the 
Cambro–Ordovician siliciclastic reservoirs and source rocks in the Amadeus 
Basin. From 1972 to 1977, he worked for the BMR—first as a field hand, then 
as a petroleum geologist; from 1978 to mid-1980, he was with ESSO Australia in 
Sydney, with six months in Canada with Imperial Oil; then from 1980 to 1986, he 
worked with Pancontinental Petroleum Limited and then with AGIP Australia 
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drilling exploration wells in Queensland to mid-1987, followed by three years 
consulting. Since 1990, he has worked out of Perth—first with Petroz NL; then, 
from 1993 to 1999, with Hardy Petroleum Limited, with discoveries including 
Bayu (approximately one billion barrels of oil equivalent), and the Woollybutt 
oil field; from 1999 to 2000, with British-Borneo Australia Limited; and since 
2000, for Eni Australia (currently New Ventures Manager) exploring the North-
West Shelf and Timor Sea. 

He has authored more than 50 refereed technical papers and articles in trade 
journals and has made many technical presentations, with best paper award 
from the Australian Petroleum Exploration Association in 1984. He ran three 
successful ‘Western Australian Basins’ symposia, including one as chairman. 
He won a Meritorious Service Award from the Petroleum Exploration Society of 
Australia (PESA) in 1999, and co-wrote and performed in two ‘rock operas’ for 
PESA Christmas events. He has been married for 30 years to Eva Skira, and has 
two daughters (aged twenty-one and seventeen) and a son (aged fifteen).

David Holloway 
‘After completing the honours year in 1972, I worked in the Geology Department 
for several months as Research Assistant to Ken Campbell before commencing 
PhD studies late in 1973 at the University of Edinburgh, under the supervision 
of Euan N. K. Clarkson, on the trilobite fauna of the St Clair limestone (Silurian) 
in Arkansas. My study of this fauna utilised the extensive collections of the 
US National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, which 
I visited in 1974 and again in 1976, and during my first visit specimens were 
also collected in the field in northern Arkansas. I completed the PhD in 1977, 
and, at the beginning of 1978, returned to Australia and to the ANU Geology 
Department—initially as Research Assistant to Ken Campbell and later as 
Tutor. In September 1979, I was appointed Assistant Curator in Invertebrate 
Palaeontology at the National Museum of Victoria (now Museum Victoria), 
Melbourne, later becoming Curator, then Senior Curator and, most recently, 
Deputy Head of Sciences (Geosciences).

‘My research has focused on the Silurian and early Devonian trilobites of 
eastern Australia, in the course of which I have collected extensively in north 
Queensland, central western New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. I have 
also been undertaking taxonomic revision of certain trilobite groups for the 
updated trilobite volumes of the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, work 
for which is still in progress. In 1983–84, I spent 12 months at the University of 
Aston in Birmingham, UK, on a Leverhulme Fellowship, working on a revision 
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of lichid trilobites with Alan Thomas. In 1990, I visited the Soviet Union under 
the Australia–USSR Bilateral Science and Technology Program, in order to 
study trilobite collections in the Paleontological Institute, Moscow; the CNIGR 
Museum, St Petersburg; and Tartu University, Estonia. In 1993, I was awarded 
a German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) ‘Study Visit’ grant to examine 
trilobite collections at the Museum für Naturkunde, Berlin, the University of 
Göttingen, the University of Bonn, the Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt am 
Main, the National Museum of Prague, and the Czech Geological Survey. In 2001, 
I again studied trilobite collections, in Germany and the Czech Republic, and in 
the Natural History Museum in London.

‘Conferences I have attended recently include the third International 
Conference on Trilobites and their Relatives, Oxford, 2001; the tenth 
International Symposium on the Ordovician System and the third International 
Symposium on the Silurian System, Nanjing, 2007; and the fourth International 
Trilobite Conference, Toledo, Spain, 2008. I have worked with a number of other 
scientists both from Australia and from overseas, including Ken Campbell, Peter 
Jell (at that time at Museum Victoria), Fons Vandenberg (Geological Survey of 
Victoria), Phil Lane (Keele University, UK), Alan Thomas (now at the University 
of Birmingham, UK), Barrie Rickards (University of Cambridge), and Maria da 
Gloria Pires de Carvalho (American Museum of Natural History). I have jointly 
supervised one student, Andrew Sandford, working on Silurian and early 
Devonian trilobites for the MSc and PhD degrees at the University of Melbourne.

‘I have served on the committee of the Victorian Division of the Geological 
Society of Australia, and was Editor of the Proceedings of the Royal Society of 
Victoria from 1989 to 1993. In 2004, I was elected as a titular member of the 
International Subcommission on Silurian Stratigraphy.’

John Brush 
‘After I left the ANU at the end of 1973, I joined the BMR as a field hand on 
a regional mapping party. Not long after, I took up a “short-term” position in 
Canberra as a graduate in the Commonwealth Public Service, where, much to my 
amazement, I remained for the next 32 years. Most of my public service career 
was devoted to a range of resources policy and program areas, with a focus 
on nickel and coal, facilitation of major resources projects and petroleum. In 
my most recent position, I managed Australia’s offshore petroleum exploration 
areas. I retired in 2006 so that I could devote more time to my major interests of 
travel, caving, skiing and walking.’
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Phil Creaser
Phil Creaser (BSc Hons 1973 and MSc 1977) worked in various Commonwealth 
environment and heritage departments in Canberra for most of the time 
from late 1973 until he retired in 2006. While some positions enabled him to 
utilise his geological knowledge, other jobs were free of any geology content. 
Nevertheless, he always maintained his interest in geology—particularly in 
geological heritage issues—and was elected to the International Task Force on 
Earth Heritage Conservation following the Malvern Conference in 1993. He has 
worked with Professor Michael Archer and his palaeontological team at the 
University of New South Wales since the mid-1980s and played a key role in the 
inscription of Riversleigh on the World Heritage List in 1994. He established 
the CREATE Foundation at the University of New South Wales, where he is 
currently a Visiting Fellow. His retirement has allowed him more time for his 
broad geological interests and recently he has been on trips to New Zealand to 
work on Miocene fossil sites and to Cape York to collect amber. He also spends a 
lot of time orienteering and rogaining, with some successes at both the national 
and the international levels, and, in between these interests, he tries to attend 
as many trivia nights as time permits.

John Kennard
John Kennard obtained a First-Class BSc Geology (Hons) in 1974 and was 
awarded a University Medal—the first Geology graduate at the ANU to receive 
that award. ‘After graduating from the ANU, I travelled, before commencing 
work with the BMR in May 1975. I am still there, but have gone and come 
back a couple of times! My first stint at the BMR was 1975–79, working as 
a sedimentologist and mapping the Cambrian carbonate successions in the 
Georgina and Amadeus basins, as well as some great field studies on the Great 
Barrier Reef. I left in late 1979 and worked in New Zealand at Lincoln College, 
Christchurch, working on late Quaternary deposits and geomorphic analysis of 
land systems.

‘I returned to Australia in 1981, and recommenced with the BMR working on 
the sedimentology and petroleum geology of the Amadeus Basin. I was awarded 
an overseas Commonwealth Postgraduate Scholarship in 1983 to undertake 
a PhD in carbonate sedimentology at Memorial University, Newfoundland, 
Canada. After two years’ full-time study in Newfoundland (1983–85), I returned 
to Australia and the BMR, completing studies on a part-time basis before 
receiving my PhD in 1989 (my thesis was titled ‘The structure and origin of 
Cambro–Ordovician thrombolites, western Newfoundland’). Since then, my 
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work at GA has focused on the petroleum geology of the onshore Canning Basin 
and offshore North-West Shelf, and offshore hydrocarbon seepage surveys. I am 
continuing work on the North-West Shelf to promote the prospectivity of this 
region and the release of exploration acreage. 

‘Margaret and I have three children, two of whom are currently studying at 
ANU; Alice (our Newfoundlander) obtained a BSc at the ANU in 2005 and is now 
in the third year of an ANU Medicine degree; Robin is in first-year Engineering. 
Our other son, Julian, graduated from Wollongong University in Performing 
Arts in 2007, and works as an actor in Sydney.’

Jim Colwell
Jim Colwell undertook his BSc Honours in 1974 and then completed a part-time 
external MSc through Flinders University in 1979. In 1975, he joined the BMR, 
working on a variety of coastal, marine geology and geophysics projects around 
the Australian continental margin and elsewhere, including in the South-West 
Pacific (Solomon Islands) and offshore Antarctica. In recent years, he has been 
heavily involved in Australia’s submission to the United Nations to define 
Australia’s ‘legal’ continental shelf as allowed under the terms of the law of the 
sea convention. 

Plate 11.3 As President of the Peugeot Association of Canberra, Brad Pillans sometimes 
poses as Napoleon at the car club’s ‘Battle of Waterloo’
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Brad Pillans
Descended from a long line of Scottish coalminers, Brad Pillans (Plate 11.3) 
clearly had a strong genetic disposition towards geology. Recognising this at an 
early age, Brad’s parents gave him a geology hammer for his thirteenth birthday 
and, from that point onwards, his career path was set in stone, so to speak. 
At school he was a close friend of Ken Campbell’s eldest son, Rod, and it was 
no surprise that Brad enrolled at the ANU in the very large first-year intake 
in 1971. Despite his enthusiasm for geology, Brad was somewhat disappointed 
to receive only a pass grade in first-year geology (and three other passes in 
chemistry, physics and applied maths). On expressing his disappointment to 
Professor Campbell, however, the answer came back ‘Your early departures 
from palaeontology practicals did not go unnoticed’!

Brad completed his honours thesis, ‘Surficial geology of the Murrumbidgee–
Bredbo interfluve’, supervised by Keith Crook, in 1974. This was followed 
by a PhD thesis (upper Quaternary landscape evolution in South Taranaki, 
New Zealand) in the Geography Department at the ANU, supervised by John 
Chappell and completed in 1981. Brad lecturered in geomorphology at the 
ANU from 1979 to 1982, before taking up a lectureship in geology at Victoria 
University of Wellington in New Zealand (1983–93). He returned to the Research 
School of Pacific and Asian Studies at the ANU in 1994, before moving to the 
Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES) in 1998. Brad is currently Professor 
of Earth Environment in RSES and Vice-President of the Geological Society of 
Australia (2008–10).

David M. McKirdy 
‘I came to the ANU from the BMR on a Commonwealth Public Service 
Postgraduate Scholarship and spent two years full-time there (1974–75), sharing 
a room with Roger Marjoribanks, Judy Owen and Lesley Wyborn. My internal 
supervisor was Eric Conybeare and my project was an evaluation of the source 
rock and petroleum geochemistry of the Amadeus Basin. Upon returning to 
the BMR in early 1976, I became the first organic geochemist to win the Best 
Paper Award at the annual Australian Petroleum Exploration Association 
Conference—ironically, on a topic that had nothing to do with my doctoral 
research! I eventually submitted my PhD thesis in November 1977, having 
by then joined the Fossil Fuels Division of the SA Department of Mines and 
Energy. After a short period at the University of Bristol in 1981, I spent the next 
14 months in Oklahoma with Conoco Incorporated working on the application 
of geochemical techniques to oil and gas exploration in North America and 
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Indonesia. Between 1982 and 1987, I was a project consultant in petroleum 
exploration at the Australian Mineral Development Laboratories, before joining 
the University of Adelaide’s Department of Geology and Geophysics as a Lecturer 
in Petroleum Geology, rising to Associate Professor and serving for three years 
as Deputy Head of Department. Since 1988, I have presented an annual short 
course at the Australian School of Petroleum (formerly the National Centre for 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics); and in 1999 I taught as a Guest Professor 
in the Institute of Geology at Cologne University, Germany.’

David has served on many society and symposium committees. He won 
the Australian Organic Geochemistry Medal in 1996, has supervised more 
than 50  honours and higher degree students, and has published more than 
100  papers and editorial works. His research has encompassed the fields of 
organic geochemistry, petroleum geochemistry, basin analysis, Precambrian 
geology and isotope chemostratigraphy, and Holocene palaeolimnology. He has 
also written on the history of geological teaching and research at the University 
of Adelaide, where he is currently a Visiting Research Fellow in the School of 
Earth and Environmental Sciences.

Simon Beams
Simon Beams is the Managing Director/Principal Geologist of Terra Search 
Proprietary Limited. ‘My interest in rocks and minerals developed before 
I arrived at the ANU. A defining moment was in 1968, just as I was developing 
my interest in geology, when, as a Boy Scout at the time, I attended a dinner 
at which Mike Rickard was guest speaker, presenting a talk on his Patagonian 
expedition to understand why there was a bend in the Andes.

‘The years that I spent at the ANU were some of the most enjoyable in my 
life. I would think that the late 1960s to early 1970s were probably the golden 
years of the ANU Department of Geology. I felt that, during my undergraduate 
years (1971–75), the staff profile was at its prime. All our lecturers were world 
class and intent on passing on their geological knowledge to their students. 
Unlike today, then, science was a favoured subject for some of the brightest 
students; the promotion of the mining boom at the time meant that many of 
these science students often took Geology as an option. The other advantage we 
had was being in Canberra, where we had access to geologists from the BMR and 
RSES. All in all, it was an ideal environment for nurturing an interest in geology. 
All the field trips live long in my memory. On our first mapping excursion to 
Taemas to map out a fold in limestones—I still have my map—I  remember 
sitting on an outcrop with Professor Campbell and listening in awe as he 
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deduced how the scene might have looked in the Devonian as a stromatolite-
strewn tidal flat. I especially remember the field excursions—the South Coast 
excursion of Professor Campbell, the Mount Dromedary excursion with Ian 
Smith, the Berridale Batholith mapping project with Chappell and White, and 
the third-year mapping project at Bredbo. Just as informative were the Student 
Geological Society trips I went on—in first year to Broken Hill and mapping the 
Blinman Diapir in the Flinders Ranges with many of the staff; second year to the 
Warrumbungles and New England; and third year to Tasmania. 

‘My geological interest got me to university but my overall understanding 
of geological processes and the skills required to interpret them were well and 
truly enhanced by my time at the ANU and also by my sojourn at La Trobe 
University, in Melbourne, which Whitey had instituted as a fairly ANU-
dominated ‘hard-rock chapter’. 

‘I had a great time at the ANU; it was also were I met Ellen; we were married 
a year or so after graduation—a mere 32 years ago. Our married life together has 
been happy and varied, with three wonderful children and two grandchildren. 
I know I could not have accomplished as much in my career without the long-
suffering support of a close and loyal family. 

‘I graduated in 1975 with First-Class Honours, which might have surprised 
a few people who knew me from the Union billiards’ room, where I spent a lot 
of my time in first year! I attribute my final result to a lot of hard work, a great 
bunch of fellow students who always maintained a high standard, a fantastic 
field area, full of major undiscovered geological features, and some excellent 
supervision (Tony Eggleton, Bruce Chappell, Ian Smith, John MacDonald), and 
technical support. Also, I could not have undertaken my fieldwork without my 
father, who was more than happy to wander with me around the pretty rugged 
bush of the hillbilly country inland of the far South Coast of New South Wales. 

‘In 1976, I worked as an exploration geologist looking for uranium in north 
Queensland for French uranium explorer Afmeco. The highlight was being 
camped out for five months straight, in a three-man camp with only drillers for 
extra company! I was mapping sediments and taking dips and strikes, which 
would have pleased the non-hard rockers at the ANU.

‘From 1977 to 1980, I studied for a PhD at La Trobe University, with Professor 
Alan White as supervisor. My field area was the 300-km-long Bega Batholith. 
Most chemical analyses were completed with Bruce Chappell at the ANU. 
The Bega granites display some of the most beautiful chemical trends of all the 
Lachlan granites. I was also fortunate and entrepreneurial enough to work with 
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ANU PhD student Don Hough, who collaborated to organise several contract 
mapping exercises for the NSW and Victorian forestry departments. One of 
our studies was on eucalyptus dieback, which we showed to have a largely 
geological explanation related to heavy clay and poor drainage. After this work 
with Don, I started paying more attention to surficial geology and processes.

‘From 1980 to 1983, I worked with Esso Minerals, notionally based in 
Sydney, but spent a large percentage of time exploring for volcanic-hosted 
massive sulfides in the Bredbo–Cooma district. I also spent time with John 
Walshe at the ANU, who provided some excellent insights into fluid chemistry 
and ore–mineral relations. As is often the case in exploration, our drill programs 
encountered only sub-economic base-metal and gold mineralisation. 

‘From 1983 to 1987, I was based in Townsville with Esso Minerals, primarily 
involved in exploration for volcanic-hosted massive sulfides, but also exploring 
for intrusive-related epithermal, mesothermal and breccia gold systems across 
north Queensland. At the end of my time at Esso, all other geologists had been 
sacked and I found myself running their entire north Queensland gold and 
base-metal exploration program. 

‘In 1987, I formed Terra Search as Principal Geologist and Managing Director, 
based in Townsville (Plate 11.4). We hit the ground running as a multi-client 
mineral-exploration consulting/contracting group at the height of the 1980s 
gold boom. Pretty soon we had a long list of clients, working all over Australia 
and offshore. Highlights were the discovery of the Reward copper–gold massive 
sulfide pipe, south of Charters Towers, initially discovered by Terra Search in 
1987 working for City Resources. Reward led to the discovery of several other 
adjacent ore bodies (not all by Terra Search). At recent prices, the new wealth 
generated by these discoveries is in the order of A$1.7 billion. Other mineralisation 
discovered by Terra Search includes the Grevillea Pb-Zn-Ag deposit, south of 
Century Mine in north-western Queensland; the Gettysberg gold-vein system in 
the Drummond Basin; the extension of the Mount Mackenzie high-sulfidation 
Au system, central Queensland; and discovery and/or evaluation of numerous 
mesothermal and breccia-gold systems in the Charters Towers district. 

‘Since 1993, Terra Search has developed its expertise in the conversion of 
hardcopy open-file mineral exploration data into GIS-accessible digital data 
sets. The mineral-province scale data-compilation projects began with the well-
received industry-sponsored Australian Mineral Industry Research Association 
(AMIRA) projects over the Mount Isa block and eastern Queensland in the 
period 1993–96. Concurrently, Terra Search began working with the NSW, 
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Victorian and NT governments, from whom we won competitive tenders to 
complete compilations in these states. Terra Search has since worked with the 
SA and Queensland governments as well as Geoscience Australia (GA) in similar 
compilations. 

‘In 2002, Terra Search won a 3.5-year, US$1.8 million World Bank project to 
compile exploration data across the whole of Papua New Guinea, and set up a 
PNG operation with local geological staff to carry out work at the Department of 
Mining, Port Moresby. Currently, we are working on a four-year, A$1.8 million 
exploration-data project across the mineral provinces of Queensland. 

‘In 1995, Terra Search opened an office in Perth, managed by Director, Dave 
Jenkins. Our size expands and contracts with the commodity cycle. Generally, 
there are at least 45–50 geological, field technical and computing employees and 
management. 

‘I still derive most satisfaction from field geology and prospect evaluation. 
I try to squeeze as much interesting geological work as I can in between the 
demands of managing a large and diverse mineral-exploration service group/
geological consultancy. I have had many satisfying geology jobs in the past 
15 years. Most prominent amongst them would be the current work I am doing 
on the Rocklands project for Cudeco, near Cloncurry, Queensland, which is one 
of the most significant copper discoveries in the recent boom. Exemplifying 
the workloads thrust upon us ageing baby-boomers by the shortage of skilled 
geologists, I personally am producing all the geological interpretations and 
reviewing well more than 100 000 m of drilling on this project, plus reviewing 
all the ASX announcements. I am looking over my shoulder to hand over the 
baton but there do not seem to be many takers! Interestingly, I have employed 
and worked with a lot of geologists over the past 30-odd years but the two 
I have ended up working the closest with are both ANU Geology graduates and 
my fellow Terra Search Directors: Richard Lesh and Dave Jenkins (Plate 11.4).’
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Plate 11.4 Richard Lesh, Simon Beams and Dave Jenkins, Directors of Terra Search 
Proprietary Limited

Doug Mason
Doug Mason completed his PhD on the petrology of intrusive rocks and 
associated porphyry-type copper deposits of the South-West Pacific over the 
period 1972–76, with significant assistance from supervisor, John McDonald, 
the XRF lab of Bruce Chappell and last-minute editing by Jo Heaslip, who was 
Research Assistant for Ken Campbell and Professor David Brown. Doug and Jo 
departed together for warmer climes on the north coast of New South Wales, 
where they built a small house, married, and then Doug took up a postdoctoral 
position at the University of Toronto, thanks to notification from fellow graduate 
Ian Smith that the position was available. Doug subsequently took a teaching 
position for two years at the University of California, Riverside, where he taught 
mineralogy, optical mineralogy, igneous petrology and ore-deposits geology, 
and researched magma mingling in the southern California Batholith. They 
returned to Australia to have a family, and Doug taught mineralogy, optical 
mineralogy and igneous petrology at the University of Newcastle during 1980–
86. Since then, Doug and Jo have built their commercial petrology practice 
based in Adelaide, providing petrological services to the minerals exploration 
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and mining industries worldwide. Over the past 10 years, Doug’s interests 
have centred on the petrology and thermodynamic modelling of orogenic gold 
deposits, and Jo has completed a Graduate Diploma in Environmental Science 
and developed a consultancy in scientific editing.

Mark Stevens
Mark Stevens graduated with Honours in 1976, then, after 10 years in Sydney 
(1977–79 with Kratos Minerals NL and 1980–86 with Offshore Oil/Petroz NL), 
he moved out west with Petroz NL Perth (1987–91). From 1991 to 1994, he 
worked as senior geologist with Simon Petroleum Technology and then with 
the Geological Survey of Western Australia, and, from 2006, with the Petroleum 
and Royalties Division as Senior Field Development Adviser overviewing all 
petroleum production licences, retention-lease applications and renewals in 
Western Australia.

Ian Smith 
‘Having worked as a Demonstrator for several years, I submitted my PhD in 
1976 and left Canberra with Lydia, Nic and Meg in the middle of July bound for 
Canada, where I had been offered a Postdoctoral Fellowship in the Department 
of Geology at the University of Toronto. Toronto was the largest city in Canada, 
with a population of three million and very different from Canberra. We rented 
a house in a rundown neighbourhood close to downtown Toronto where even 
on a postdoctoral stipend we were relatively well off. Toronto turned out to be 
a great place for kids and an exciting place to live. My research fellowship was 
to work on the Archean volcanic-rock sequences of the Canadian Shield north 
of Toronto. Fieldwork meant that the family spent summers in the beautiful 
countryside and the opportunity to do research in a completely different 
environment—a very different prospect from the young volcanoes of Papua 
New Guinea that I studied for my PhD.

‘After two years as a Research Fellow and another as a lecturer at Toronto, 
I was offered a lectureship in the Department of Geology at the University of 
Auckland. The attractions of returning to a more active geological environment, 
and for Lydia and I of returning to New Zealand, outweighed those of North 
America and we moved to Auckland in September 1979. The University of 
Auckland has proved a good place to work. There have been many research 
opportunities in the variety of different volcanoes in the northern North Island 
as well as projects in the Kermadec Islands, Tonga, Samoa and Vanuatu. 
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‘Lydia completed an MA at the University of Auckland and has had a 
variety of jobs before settling in at the Auckland University of Technology as 
lecturer in communication and harassment-prevention coordinator. Nic studied 
engineering at Auckland University and is now a Don at Oxford University. 
Meg is a charge nurse at Auckland children’s hospital. We look back on our time 
in Canberra and at the ANU as a particularly happy one.’

W. J. Collins
W. J. Collins was another of the Chappell honours students (1977). He left to 
undertake a PhD at La Trobe University with Professor Allan White, working 
on granites of the Pilbara region in Western Australia and graduating in 1983. 
He spent two years in diamond exploration with CRAE before returning to 
academia as a Postdoctoral Fellow with Professor Ron Vernon at Macquarie 
University. He took a lecturing position at the University of Newcastle in 1988 
and remained there until 2005, when he became a Professor at James Cook 
University in Townsville.

Bill has studied a range of topics, including granite petrogenesis, Archean 
tectonics, crustal evolution and geodynamics. His honours work and subsequent 
publication led to the recognition of A-type granites around the world. He also 
has published alternative interpretations from Chappell and White on S-type and 
I-type granite genesis in the Lachlan Fold Belt. This helped revive conventional 
subduction models for the tectonic development of the fold belt. His recent 
work on the relationship between geochemistry and geodynamics suggests that 
most of the Lachlan granites formed in a back-arc setting. This was influenced 
by work with Ron Vernon on the causes and tectonic setting of low-pressure, 
high-temperature metamorphic terrains, which are a feature of the Lachlan Fold 
Belt. With Bob Weibe, he has shown that many plutons are cumulate mushes 
that build incrementally, much like deposits in sedimentary basins. This has 
major implications for ‘non-constrained’ geochemical modelling of granitic 
systems. 

Other highlights include work with Christian Teyssier (Monash and Lausanne 
universities) on the recognition of the intense and widespread effects of the 
Paleozoic Alice Springs orogeny in central Australia—contrary to popular belief 
at the time. He is presently focused on understanding the causes of the break-up 
of the supercontinent Pangaea. In 2010, Bill was awarded the Carey Medal by 
the GSA.
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Peter Ward
Peter Ward (now Sorjonen-Ward) took his Honours in 1979. Then, being weaned 
off graptolites, he worked as a Research Assistant in structural geology with 
MJR and KAWC. He was informally awarded the ignominious distinction of 
‘maximum points for minimum words’ in exams and essays. In 1981, he went to 
the University of Glasgow to complete a PhD on the Precambrian rocks of Finland. 
He claims not to have a career path—‘just an interrupted and convoluted trail of 
uncompleted projects and frustrated ambitions’. Peter has lived progressively 
backwards through time, from initial studies in the Palaeozoic Lachlan Fold Belt 
through the Proterozoic of the Outokumpu region in Finland, to the Archean of 
Fennoscandia and Western Australia. He has been fortunate to work with several 
research groups in the Geological Survey of Finland and the CSIRO Division 
of Exploration and Mining in Perth. Throughout this time, his interests have 
evolved from structural analysis of basin and orogenic processes to mapping 
and modelling different types of mineral systems, with a particular emphasis on 
structural controls of hydrothermal processes.

Peter is now based at the Geological Survey of Finland in Kuopio, where he 
walks across the Archean–Proterozoic boundary twice a day! He recently (2008) 
organised for John Long (ex-ANU Research Fellow) to lecture on the Gogo fossil 
fish to the University of Helsinki.

Sue Coote/Slater
‘After leaving ANU in 1979, I spent some time at the University of Queensland 
before starting work with the Geological Survey of Queensland (GSQ) in 1982. 
I was initially in the Petroleum Section there, and subsequently joined the 
Stratigraphic Drilling section, which had the responsibility of drilling deep 
stratigraphic bores to encourage and aid petroleum exploration in Queensland. 
Subsequently, this section was renamed Basin Studies. During this time, 
I completed a Graduate Diploma in Business Administration at what was then 
the Queensland Institute of Technology. 

‘I left the GSQ in 1988 to have our first child, Matthew; and my husband, 
Ray, and I later moved to Collinsville in north Queensland when Ray got a job 
as mine geologist there. We spent more than 11 years in Collinsville, and our 
second son, Thomas, was born there, in 1991. During our time there, I essentially 
did not work in the industry, but was very involved in community and sporting 
organisations and basically had a great time. 
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‘We returned to Brisbane in 2002, when Ray got a job back in the then 
Department of Natural Resources and Mines. A few months after we returned, 
I was asked if I would help out in the Petroleum Section again as they were 
short staffed. I spent 2002–04 in the Department of Natural Resources and 
Mines doing technical assessments of petroleum-tenure applications, drilling 
applications, and so on, before being offered a position with Tipperary Oil & 
Gas (Australia), which operated the Fairview Coal-Seam Gas Field in central 
Queensland. I looked after their tenure, land and environmental compliance 
issues until they were taken over by Santos. In 2006, I started work at Resource 
Land Management Services, a Brisbane-based consultancy to the oil and 
gas industries, where I  look after tenure issues for several small to medium 
exploration and production companies, pipeline development projects and 
various other related issues. Most of our involvement is with coal-seam gas 
since that is the big-ticket item in Queensland, but I have also been involved in 
the Zero Gen geosequestration project. Currently, I am a member of PESA and 
QUPEX and have been on the Queensland/NT PESA committee since 2007.’

Ray Slater
Ray Slater commenced work in 1980 with the Geological Survey of Queensland 
and spent the next 10 years or so in a variety of roles—mainly engaged on 
coal exploration—in Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia and Indonesia. He then 
completed a Graduate Diploma in Mineral Economics externally through 
Macquarie University in the mid-1980s. In 1990, he joined MIM as Mine 
Geologist at their Collinsville mine and stayed for 11 years in a variety of roles 
across all facets of geology (surface and underground), mining, resource/reserve 
estimation, coal sales, shipping and marketing, and contracts administration. 

In 2002, he returned to Brisbane with two grown kids, and briefly rejoined 
the Queensland Government in the Bureau of Mining and Petroleum, before 
resigning to start his own business in January 2006—Ray Slater and Associates 
Proprietary Limited—specialising in tenement management, administration and 
statutory compliance, and exploration management servicing a range of mainly 
coal (also minerals and coal-seam gas) exploration and mining clients. The group 
employs seven geologists and two student geologists (part-time/casual).

Ian J. Ferguson
Ian J. Ferguson, after finishing his BSc (Hons) Degree in the Geology Department 
in 1981, worked for a short time with the BMR, including nine months on 
Macquarie Island. He then completed a PhD at RSES on Marine Magnetotellurics 
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(MT), supervised by Ted Lilley, and a postdoctorate at the University of Toronto. 
Since 1990, he has been a faculty member at the University of Manitoba, 
Winnipeg, Canada, where he teaches a range of courses in the geophysics 
program and does research in crustal-scale magnetotellurics. He started a term 
as Head of Department in July 2009.

‘I have been fortunate to get back to Australia for a visit most years, partly 
because my wife, Nancy, is a sedimentologist, and has been working with 
colleagues from the University of Western Australia on the Canning Basin. 
We are presently on research leave at the University of Western Australia. I am 
still working mainly on lithospheric-scale magnetotelluric studies from various 
Precambrian regions in Canada; however, I have just finished a collaborative 
MT survey crossing the southern margin of the Yilgarn Craton here in Western 
Australia—my first land MT fieldwork in Australia since my honours thesis 
project in the Tumut Trough.’

Mukul Bhatia
‘After completing my PhD at ANU in 1981, I joined the petroleum industry 
and worked as an exploration and development geologist with Elf Aquitaine 
in Sydney, and participated in a number of drilling ventures both offshore 
and onshore. I also took part in the liquified natural gas (LNG) negotiations 
with Japan, Taiwan and Korea. Then came the 1986 crash of oil prices and 
I  was fortunate to work with AGL in Sydney as a resource analyst assisting 
the company in a number of financial evaluations leading to merger activities. 
In 1989, I joined BHP Petroleum in Melbourne and worked on the Timor Sea 
exploration and development. In 1992, I was promoted to the position of 
Production Coordinator for Bass Strait and the North-West Shelf Project. This 
was followed by an assignment to write the development plan of the Bayu-
Undan field in the Timor Gap. In 1999, I was asked to visit Houston for three 
weeks to help the deep-water team. After eight very fruitful years, I am still in 
Houston, working as a Subsurface Manager for the deep-water developments. 
In my current job, I am responsible for reservoir engineering and production 
technology, in addition to the geoscience functions. I thoroughly enjoyed my 
stay at the ANU. The staff were most helpful and I established friendships with a 
number of colleagues. The academic standard and expectations were very high.’ 

Joyce Temperly/Edmonds
‘A quick history of me since leaving the ANU in 1981: I had not even finished 
my last semester before I had secured a job with CRA Exploration in their 
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Diamond Indicator Mineral Laboratory in Perth—the perfect job for someone 
with children to care for. It was a hard decision to actually accept the job because 
it meant taking my two daughters away from their extended family. We have, 
however, prospered here in Perth. Both my daughters are now married and have 
three children apiece, so I am well and truly a grandmother (shudder). You do 
not get old, but your kids sure do.

‘I continued working for CRA until it became Rio Tinto, but shortly after 
having seconded me to Thunder Bay in Canada for a month, they discovered 
that they did not need me anymore. After that, I continued to work in the 
diamond exploration industry in a laboratory capacity for another nine years 
until diamonds went into decline in mid-2007. A year with nothing; then 
I  secured a place with the Geological Survey of Western Australia in their 
Statutory Exploration Information Group, where I continue to work.

‘I have been heavily involved with the folk music and the dancing scenes 
since my arrival in Perth and that has enabled me to see many different parts of 
the country—and I even made a trip to Hong Kong, performing with various 
dance groups; and I have danced at the National Folk Festival five times—twice 
since it has been in Canberra (the last time was in 2007). I have also added 
another degree to my list of achievements. After being retrenched by Rio Tinto, 
I went to Curtin University of Technology and completed a Bachelor of Arts 
(Hons) whilst at the same time dashing backwards and forwards to work for 
Ashton Mining in their diamond indicator laboratory. Phew!

‘My only interesting geological achievement was the discovery of a new 
mineral—“Arsenoflorencite-Ce: a new arsenate mineral from Australia” 
(E. H. Nickel, J. E. Temperly, Min. Mag., October 1987). I was trying to decide 
whether it was a zircon or not when I noticed that the crystal structure was 
trigonal, whereas zircon is tetragonal. So off to Ernie Nickel at CSIRO to check 
it out after our SEM failed to give us a definitive answer. As for me, I am now 
Joyce Edmonds because I remarried early last year.’

Paul Habelko
Paul Habelko is Manager of Strategy and Planning for Chevron Global Gas. 
Paul graduated from the ANU in 1981 with a BSc Degree (Hons) in Geology. 
He also holds an MBA from Macquarie University. Upon graduation, Paul 
joined Exxon as a geophysicist; then, after completing another MBA at INSEAD 
Fontainebleau, France, in 1991, he worked with Gaffney, Cline and Associates 
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based in London, as senior consultant in the international energy arena, and 
was engaged on numerous projects around the world, including several for the 
World Bank and major financial institutions. 

In 1993, he joined Statoil in Stavanger, Norway, and held positions with 
the International Exploration and Production Company including Planning 
Manager, International New Ventures Manager and Commercial Manager for 
the company’s Russian activities. Paul joined Chevron Corporation in 2002, 
initially as the Commercial Manager for the North-West Shelf Project based in 
Perth, Australia. He took up his current position as Manager of Strategy and 
Planning at Chevron’s US Corporate Headquarters in May 2005. In this capacity, 
he oversees planning and strategy for Chevron Global Gas and its six Strategic 
Business units, which include the corporation’s Liquid Natural Gas and Gas 
to Liquid, shipping, power generation, pipeline and gas-trading businesses. 
Paul is a longstanding member of the Association of International Petroleum 
Negotiators (AIPN) and the American Association of Petroleum Geologists 
(AAPG). He was also on the board of the Australian–American Chamber of 
Commerce in San Francisco. 

Although they ‘still call Australia home’, Paul and his wife, Joanne, and 
two sons, Freddy and Theo, currently reside in Danville, in the Bay area of San 
Francisco, California. 

Gordon Taylor
After completing his Honours Degree in 1982, Gordon Taylor worked with 
Keith Crook as a Research Assistant. He was then recruited by the BMR to work 
on the Regolith–Terrain Map of Australia. Gordon then left geology to pursue 
his interests in filmmaking, and completed a three-year degree at the Australian 
Film and Television School in Sydney. His work has been shown on SBS and BBC 
television. Subsequently, he was recruited by the Science Unit at ABC Radio and 
began a 20-year career in journalism.

At the ABC, Gordon has worked as a reporter in radio and television. 
He spent two stints as the ABC’s Science and Medicine Reporter, and three years 
living in India as the ABC’s South Asia Correspondent. He has managed the 
ABC Radio current affairs program PM, and was Manager of the Radio National 
network for three years. He currently lives in Canberra and works in the Federal 
Parliamentary Press Gallery for the ABC, as well as producing stories for the 
Stateline and 7.30 Report programs.
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Doone Wyborn
Doone Wyborn worked at BMR/AGSO in the 1970s mapping the Tantangara, 
Brindabella and Araluen 1:100 000 sheets with Mike Owen. Granite mapping 
on the adjacent Berridale sheet was being done concurrently by ANU students, 
and the whole I-type and S-type story was being unfolded. He studied at the 
ANU from 1979 to 1983 for his PhD on ‘Fractionation processes in the Boggy 
Plain zoned pluton’. This work was extended to make important distinctions 
between the Silurian (cordierite bearing S-types) and Devonian volcanics in the 
Canberra–Yass region. From 1997 to 2000, he worked as a Visiting Research 
Fellow at the ANU, partially supported by AMIRA and a grant from the 
Australian Greenhouse Office to drill a 2 km well in the Hunter Valley searching 
for hot rocks. This work led to commercial opportunities (see the section on 
hot-fractured rock, Chapter 6). Doone is now Executive Director, Science and 
Exploration, for Geodynamics Limited.

Michael Andrew
‘After the mutual relief between myself and ANU staff on finally completing my 
degree in 1983, I was about to embark on a culinary career; however, my mother 
spotted an advertisement for a position with Coffey & Partners, and, despite 
the lack of a suit, I was able to get the job. I spent the next four years climbing 
in and out of the test trenches, footings and foundations of civil engineering 
projects in and around Canberra, plus a four-month stint at Ok Tedi in Papua 
New Guinea drilling karstic limestones for a new tailings-dam site; surprisingly, 
the tailings dam was not constructed. A chance encounter at an airport bar led 
to a job exploring for gold in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria for 
the next 18 months. A call from an old colleague saw me moving to Whyalla, 
South Australia, and working for BHP Steel for the next five years on iron-ore 
projects in the Middleback Ranges, where, against my better judgment, I got 
involved with computers, having been able to avoid them to date. I then joined 
Normandy Mining based in Adelaide, getting involved in resource estimation 
and evaluation, managing to avoid retrenchment, riding the boom–bust cycles 
of the resource industry. Newmont acquired Normandy and, after 10 years, I was 
lured to the dark side and joined Snowden as a Principal Consultant, based in 
Perth but getting to see a lot of the world. I recently completed a Postgraduate 
Certificate in Geostatistics, finding the excuses I used 20 years previously at 
the ANU still worked! During this time, my most rewarding project has been 
meeting my wife, Louise, and the arrival of our daughter, Lily. 
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Bruce Turner
Bruce Turner graduated with First-Class Honours in Geology in 1983. The year 
after, he worked for a mining company in Canada and then at the BMR back in 
Canberra, where he wrote up and published his honours work in collaboration 
with Doon Wyborn and Bruce Chappell. After considering the possibility of 
pursuing a PhD in Geology, he decided instead to do a Dip. Ed. at the University 
of Melbourne in 1985. He then taught maths and science (including VCE physics) 
for two years at a state high school, where he found the camps and co-directing 
the school musical particularly rewarding!

Then, in 1988, he entered a one-year, ‘fast-track’ scheme for graduates 
with the Victorian Public Service and ended up working as a Policy Adviser in 
resources policy with the Department of Premier and Cabinet. He also met his 
wife, Lindy, in the same scheme; they now have two teenage boys. Bruce worked 
for the Victorian Government for 10 years, mainly on environmental-impact 
assessments and reform of the State’s land-use planning system. In the course of 
this work, he discovered an interest in mediation and, in 1998, he was awarded 
a Churchill Fellowship to study ‘public-dispute resolution in resource use and 
environmental issues’ in North America and the United Kingdom. After the 
fellowship, he tried his hand working as a facilitator and mediator in the private 
sector. For the past seven years, he has been working independently from his 
Melbourne home as a freelance facilitator for a wide range of government and 
private-sector clients, running public consultation and consensus-building 
processes. 

He continues to find his background in geology very useful in his role as a 
bridge between technical experts and the general public in matters involving 
complex, and often uncertain, science. 

Jane Rodgers 
‘After graduating from the ANU in 1983, I moved to Sydney to work for Esso 
Australia in their Petroleum Exploration Department. Initially, I worked on the 
Galilee Basin, mapping oil and gas prospects, but then moved to the Browse 
Basin as a seismic interpreter. I then became involved in a multidisciplinary team 
conducting a regional study of the petroleum systems of the Cooper–Eromanga 
basins. In 1989, I moved to Houston, Texas, and participated in a regional study 
of the Paleozoic basins of Africa and South America. Later, I moved to Norway 
and was involved in the development of the Snorre, Vigdis and Statfjord fields 
in the Norwegian North Sea.
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‘In 1993, I relocated to Melbourne and commenced work in the Gippsland 
Basin conducting three-dimensional seismic interpretation over the Bream and 
Tuna fields and providing input to field development plans. I moved to the 
Delhi Petroleum Cooper–Eromanga Basin group in 1997 and monitored the 
exploration and development program of the operator, Santos. More recently, 
I have been working on exploration permits in the Gippsland Basin with a focus 
on deep-water targets.’

Jon Olley
Jon Olley gained his BSc in Geology (Hons) at the ANU in 1984 and joined the 
CSIRO as a technical assistant in the Baas Becking Laboratory in Canberra. From 
1990 to 1994, he completed a CSIRO-sponsored PhD at the University of New 
South Wales, on the use of uranium and thorium decay-series radionuclides 
in sediment tracing. He subsequently held various positions, ranging from 
Research Scientist to Research Director, conducting and directing research 
focused on understanding how large catchments respond to changes in land 
use and climate. He has authored 86 scientific papers, co-authoring three papers 
in Nature and two in Science. In March 2007, Jon became Deputy Chief of the 
CSIRO Division of Land and Water. The division has about 500 staff and visitors 
and an annual budget of about $70 million. During his time with CSIRO, he has 
maintained his university connections and has supervised seven successful PhD 
and six honours students, and is currently supervising four PhD students in 
their final year. Since 2005, he has also been an Adjunct Professor at Griffith 
University in Queensland. In August 2008, he left the CSIRO to take up a new 
and tenured appointment as Professor of Water Science in the Australian Rivers 
Institute at Griffith University. 

Jon married a fellow ANU geology student, Vanessa Grey, and they have two 
boys, now twenty and twenty-two years old. Vanessa works as a special-needs 
teacher in preschool, helping integrate special-needs children into the school 
system. She delights in enthusing the preschoolers with a love of exploring how 
the world works. Her collection of rocks and fossils gets a regular workout.

Robert A. Creaser
Robert A. Creaser graduated in 1984 and, after a term position at the BMR with 
Lynton Jacques, he moved to La Trobe University to undertake his PhD with 
Allan White. His main lines of interest were in geochemistry of the solid Earth, 
and, during his PhD studies, he became interested primarily in radiogenic-isotope 
geochemistry, studying with C. M. Gray at La Trobe, and J. A. Cooper in Adelaide. 
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In 1990, he moved to Los Angeles for a postdoctoral position at the Division of 
Geological and Planetary Sciences, to work with Professor G. J. Wasserburg in 
the ‘Lunatic Asylum’ of the Charles Arms Laboratory. Here he developed new 
methods for the isotopic analysis of the platinum-group elements—a project 
that would shape his future research career. In 1992, he accepted an Assistant 
Professor position at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, and was promoted 
to Associate Professor in 1997 and Professor in 2000; he served as Associate 
Chair (Research) in the Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science from 
2003 to 2008. His main area of research involves the application of the rhenium-
osmium (Re-Os) isotope system to crustal geochronology, and he has developed 
methodologies to provide precise and accurate dating for crustal materials such 
as shales, sulfide minerals and oil. His research has been awarded the Geological 
Association of Canada’s W. W. Hutchison Medal and the University of Alberta’s 
Faculty of Science Research Award. He is a Fellow of the Society of Economic 
Geologists, was awarded Distinguished Fellow of the Geological Association of 
Canada in 2007, and was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada in 
2008. Outside his academic life, he enjoys golf, skiing and gardening and has 
achieved Shodan (first-degree black-belt) status in jujitsu. Rob and his wife, 
Pauline, have a daughter, Emily, and a son, Will.

Oliver Raymond
Oliver Raymond worked on the Mount Wright gold project in north Queensland 
for his Honours Degree in 1985. He was then a geologist with MIM at Mount 
Isa until 1988. While there, he escorted a GSA tectonics group excursion 
underground to view the structure and mineralisation. From 1989 to 1990, 
he took an MSc from the University of Tasmania working on the Mount Lyell 
deposit. Since 1991, he has been working with AGSO/GA on a variety of projects 
including the Mount Isa Inlier, the Lachlan Fold Belt, Gawler the Craton, 
national geological maps and, currently, on international data modelling. Ollie 
has fond memories of his time at the ANU, especially fieldwork and petrology, 
and his companions in the honours lab: ‘six walking zombies’ by submission 
time. He edited the 1984 student geology magazine, Lithenea (see Plate 8.3).

Angela Hume/Thorn
‘I graduated in 1985 when I was fifty-two. Jobs in geology were not really on 
offer except on the North-West Shelf. Plenty of people with PhDs were on the 
dole, which meant I had to fall back on maths and computing. So I celebrated 
my freedom to become employed full-time and continue to live with my 
family by taking a ‘safe’ job in the Public Service. Having survived the 1987 
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purge and deconstruction, I eventually wrote and managed a large computer 
database—this in the days before computers had mice! Grown-up children and 
actual money meant more freedom to travel with my husband in Australia and 
overseas. Then, and now, I have regarded myself as an amateur geologist. This 
has dictated destinations for travel (for example, Broken Hill, north-western 
Scotland) and picnic spots (any quarry anywhere). I was, and still am, attracted 
by the beauty of rocks and crystals and the landscapes they inhabit. Now in 
retirement, I still enjoy travelling and accumulating a geological library.’

Paul Johnston 
‘After finishing my PhD at the ANU, I joined the Royal Tyrell Museum of 
Palaeontology in 1985 as Curator of Invertebrates. My main duties were to 
establish the exhibits on Precambrian and Palaeozoic life, and to build an 
invertebrate collection. [His walk-on display of early Burgess shale faunas is 
brilliant—MJR.] In 2004, I left the museum to take a faculty position in the 
Department of Earth Sciences at Mount Royal College in Calgary—Canada’s 
newest undergraduate university. In terms of research, I spend most of my time 
studying bivalve evolution, but recently I have developed a new hypothesis 
that the Burgess shale communities were mostly chemosynthetic organisms 
focused at sea-floor brine seeps.’

Jyrki Pienmunne 
‘After graduating halfway through 1985, I left Australia and managed to get a job 
with the Geological Survey of Finland as a Research Assistant. I was based in the 
Southern Finland Office at Espoo and worked in the Exploration Department, 
exploring for gold and base metals.

‘In 1989, I returned to Sydney, where I completed a Graduate Diploma in 
Minerals Exploration part-time at Macquarie University, whilst working in the 
construction industry. In 1992, I went back to Finland to once again look for 
base metals and gold in southern Finland. Then, in 1994, I returned to Sydney 
yet again and, after a few months in the construction industry, got a job with 
the Geological Survey of New South Wales, where I spent most of my time in 
the Land Use and Resource Assessment Unit dealing with matters requiring 
geological input, and doing commodity studies in industrial minerals and 
construction materials. 

‘Concurrently, I completed an MSc part-time at Macquarie University by 
1997. My thesis was ‘On the geochemistry of the Tomago Aquifer’. My supervisor 
at the time, Professor Blair Hostetler, convinced me that doing a PhD would 
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be good idea and this involved a field trip to Cobalt, Ontario, in 1998. I was 
supposed to study the trace-element and stable-isotope geochemistry of the Ag-
Ni-Co ores that occur at Cobalt with the aid of laser-ablation ICP-MS and multi-
collector ICP-MS equipment, with the purpose of shedding light on where the 
ore-forming fluids had come from. It was a good project but due to family and 
work commitments it ground to halt in about 2003. On the upside, I did enough 
experimental work on a variety of antimony mineral samples from around the 
world to present a poster on the natural variation of antimony isotopes at the 
Applied Isotope Geochemistry Conference held in 2001. 

‘In 2004, the NSW Government decided to relocate the Department of Mineral 
Resources, and the Geological Survey with it, to Maitland in the Hunter Valley. 
I elected not to move and was made redundant with a host of other similarly 
minded people. In early 2005, I commenced working for Triako Resources in 
North Sydney. Triako, at the time, operated a copper-gold mine at Mineral Hill 
north of Condobolin and was developing the Hera gold-base-metal deposit near 
Nymagee. Triako was taken over by CBH Resources in late 2006, and, as a result, 
I joined them. CBH is an Ag-Pb-Zn miner and mine developer with interests 
in the Cobar Basin, Broken Hill and Western Australia. Due to the economic 
downturn, CBH reduced its exploration staff (including me) in mid-2008 and, 
since then, I have been contracting for the highest bidder (or any bidder, as the 
case may be) and am currently working for CBH again!’

Tim Munson (Plate 2.43) 
‘While at the ANU, I completed my PhD from the University of Queensland in 
1986. After 15 years as Tutor and Museum Curator at the then Department of 
Geology, I left to join the NT Geological Survey in early 2001. I was the Editorial 
Geologist from 2001 until 2005; since then, I have been in my current role as 
Project Manager, Publications and Graphic Design. In that time, I have edited 
and supervised the production of some 180 geoscience publications, including 
the substantial Timor Sea and Central Australian Basins Symposia Proceedings 
volumes (combined total of 56 peer-reviewed papers), plus numerous commodity 
volumes, geological maps and explanatory notes. I was lead Editor of the volume 
on the Geology and Mineral Resources of the Northern Territory, due for release 
in March 2009. This is the first time that the geology of the territory had been 
summarised in a single volume.

‘In 2009, I wound up my current editorial duties after our annual conference 
in Alice Springs (AGES in March) for a new role involving sedimentary-basin 
analysis. I was really looking forward to leaving the service/support roles (for 
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example, museum curator, editor) behind me and making a more direct geological 
contribution. Darwin is a nice place to live and work in; the city is like a very 
large country town, but with capital-city facilities. We live in the satellite city of 
Palmerston, about 30 km from the Darwin CBD. The Geological Survey is a great 
place to work; it is well funded, has excellent staff and facilities, and produces 
some high-quality geoscience. I feel at home here and have flourished. The ANU 
was still a most enjoyable and unforgettable experience.’

Simon Veitch 
‘After completing a BSc at Monash University with majors in Zoology and 
Geology (1977–80) and vacation employment as a Seasonal Ranger for the then 
Victorian National Parks Service, I worked as a coal-exploration geologist for 
BP Australia Proprietary Limited (1981–83) assessing prospects in central and 
northern Queensland and in central New South Wales. Then, after travelling 
overseas in 1984, touring Africa, Europe and South-East Asia, I completed a 
Graduate Diploma (Geology and Geomorphology) at the ANU (1985–86) with 
part-time work tutoring and as a Research Assistant to Keith Crook. From 1986 
to 1990, I worked as an exploration geologist with RGC Exploration Proprietary 
Limited on gold and base-metal prospects in central New South Wales, 
including development of the Lucky Draw goldmine at Burraga, New South 
Wales. In 1990, I joined what is now the Australian Government Department of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry in the National Resource Information Centre 
(NRIC) to develop geographic information systems and convert Australia’s 
hardcopy natural-resource maps to digital data sets (including soils, geology, 
regolith, hydrogeology, geomorphology and bathymetry). My other roles in the 
department have included managing a project to identify a site for an Australian 
national low-level radioactive waste repository (1992–95)—work that was 
recognised by the then Australian Mineral and Energy Environment Foundation 
with a Team Award in 1994. From 1996 to 2003, I worked in the department’s 
Bureau of Rural Sciences, leading spatial-information, decision-support and 
land-management programs. I graduated from the Australian Rural Leadership 
Program in 2003. From then until 2006, I managed policies and programs in 
the department’s Natural Resource Management Division, with responsibilities 
including soils, weeds, feral animals, salinity and government–industry natural-
resource management sustainability partnership initiatives.

‘In 2006, I joined the Fisheries and Forestry Division as Manager of 
International Fisheries, with responsibility for Australia’s engagement in 
international fisheries management organisations, including the Commission for 
the Conservation of Southern Blue-Fin Tuna, the Western and Central Pacific 
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Fisheries Commission and the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission. With my wife, 
Liz, and three teenage children, Stuart, Josephine and Lachlan, we live and 
work on our small sheep and cattle farm at Burra, New South Wales, about 
a half-hour drive south of Queanbeyan and Canberra—still looking for rain!’

Herman Voorhoeve 
‘I fondly remember your [MJR] lectures and practicals in structural geology and 
the field trip we did in the vicinity of Wee Jasper. After graduating in 1986, 
I worked for a number of years as an exploration geologist with CRA Exploration, 
looking for gold in Kalimantan, Sumatra and north-western Queensland, and 
base metals in the Great Sandy Desert. Eventually, however, I did an MBA and 
have been involved in downstream sales and marketing with Mobil Oil since 
then. So, I am afraid, it has been a few years since I have been out into the field 
with a geo-pick and a hand lens.’

Monica Yeung
Monica Yeung graduated from ANU Geology in 1986. She started work in 1984 
at the BMR in the Palaeogeographic Maps Project. In 1991, she started her 
own geo-tourism company, Gondwana Dreaming Proprietary Limited, and left 
the BMR. Since then she has been interpreting geology and its relevance to 
everything from wine to climate change on Australia-wide and international 
tours. Since 1993, Monica has also been involved with the Age of Fishes Museum 
at Canowindra, New South Wales, where thousands of fish fossils have been 
found at a site where the fish died during a drought 360 my years ago. Monica 
has been organising fossil digs to raise funds for research and for the museum 
and in recent years she has been serving as a board member to help the museum.

Kristina Ringwood
Kristina Ringwood completed a Graduate Diploma at the ANU in 1987, and 
then began working as a geologist with Western Mining Corporation (WMC) for 
five years, before obtaining study leave to complete a Masters in Environmental 
Science at the University of Melbourne, researching arsenic management in a 
tailings dam. Following that, she worked in corporate environment roles with 
WMC, including managing the industry’s leading public environmental report 
at the time on ‘climate-change policy, and environmental-management systems’. 
A secondment then followed to the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development in Geneva to work with global business leaders and international 
conservation organisations on environmental policy, including water and 
biodiversity. 
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‘I am currently developing and implementing a global water strategy for Rio 
Tinto. The strategy positions the company to manage water risk and opportunity 
over the longer term. This involves work with mine sites around the world as 
well as engagement with external stakeholders.’

Steve Sheppard 
‘After completing my BSc (Hons) in mid-1987, I worked as an exploration 
geologist for a joint venture east of Nullagine in the Pilbara from September 
1987 to January 1988. During that time, I decided to return to further study, 
starting a PhD at the University of Western Australia in March 1988 looking 
at platinum-group element mineralisation in the Windimurra intrusion in the 
Yilgarn Craton. This project fell through, so I started another project looking at 
gold mineralisation, granites and alkaline-igneous rocks in the Mount Bundey 
area south-east of Darwin. After finishing my PhD in April 1992, I graduated 
in the midst of an industry downturn. Following a period of unemployment 
and child rearing (and hitting golf balls into the rough on various public golf 
courses in Perth), I started work in June 1993 with Placer Pacific as a near-
mine exploration geologist at Granny Smith in the north-eastern Goldfields. In 
January 1994, I started work in the Regional Mapping Branch at the Geological 
Survey of Western Australia. During the past 14 years, I have been involved 
in regional mapping and the interpretation of whole-rock geochemistry in the 
Kimberley and Gascoyne regions.’

Michael Conan-Davies
Michael Conan-Davies worked at Olympic Dam for his honours project, and 
then, after graduating in 1987, did a year of exploration in the forests of British 
Columbia. This was followed by four years of exploration with WMC in the 
Tanami Desert, at Pine Creek and Eyre Peninsula before another stint at Olympic 
Dam. ‘I then put my geology hammer in the cupboard and took on Business 
Development and Strategic Consulting.’

Pauline English
Pauline English came to the ANU as a mature-age student with good experience 
of bush walking. She worked on Mount Bogong in the Victorian Alps for her 
Honours Degree in 1988, and then spent a year as a Research Assistant with 
Bruce Chappell, before taking a PhD (2002) at RSES on ‘Cainozoic evolution 
and hydrogeology of Lake Lewis basin, central Australia’. She then worked for 
several years with the CSIRO Division of Land and Water, before joining GA in 
the hydrology section.
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John Stanner
John Stanner graduated in 1990. ‘I stayed on in Chile (Argentina and Peru) 
during the past 17-odd years and have made it my home. I was a field geologist 
in the 1990s, and then went back to university for my MSc at the Royal School 
of Mines in London; now I understand the interior decor of the Old Geology 
Building at the ANU! I am more on the financial end these days (I knew that 
BEc would eventually come in handy), jetting about the planet looking for ever-
scarce resources (at least in places where one feels safe to dig them up). I run a 
couple of businesses and am setting up an investment fund in London. Of more 
geological interest, I was a founder and owner of the Boomerang Pub in Santiago 
for 10 years from the mid-1990s (home to the local Mining Club). The mining 
world continues to be a great (and small) world to live in, more international 
than anyone could imagine and more real (that is, away from the five-star hotels) 
than almost any other job. At one stage, I counted that I had spent the equivalent 
of three full years in a tent—sometimes in the central plaza of a poor Peruvian 
village high in the Andes. Hopefully, such stories will inspire a future group of 
students to take up the subject. I would highly recommend that any economic 
geology student makes the trip to Chile/Peru at some time in their early careers, 
as there is no amount of classroom explanation that makes up for seeing a 2000 
m profile through an epithermal system into a porphyry.’

Mark Gordon
Mark Gordon transferred from the University of Canberra to take Honours at 
the ANU in 1990; then, after a few months as a technical assistant for Dr Ellis, 
he worked for Geopeko at Parkes. From 1991, he worked in Townsville and 
Brisbane with MIM Exploration searching for base metals in the Georgetown 
Inlier and then on a copper project near Molong, New South Wales. In 1995, he 
joined Great Fitzroy Mines, working in Namibia and Greece, before returning 
to head office in Sydney. From mid-1999 to late 2001, he did contract work 
from Canberra, in the Ordovician of New South Wales and the Archean in the 
Pilbara. In 2001, he left for Oman, where he spent three years drilling out a 
Cyprus-style VMS deposit for the National Mining Company. Here, he met 
his wife and was married by the Romanian Ambassador in Abu Dhabi, before 
returning to Australia in December 2004. After a year in regional exploration 
for the CSA mine in Cobar, he became chief geologist for Copper Resources 
Corporation, working mainly in the Philippines. Since 2007, he has been with 
Taylor Collinson as a resources research analyst in Sydney.
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Geoff Deacon 
‘After graduating in 1990, I completed my PhD on Quaternary micropalaeontology 
and sedimentation in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf, Western Australia, in 
2000 at the University of Western Australia. I am now living a very happy, 
widely varying, full life in Western Australia, currently lecturing at Murdoch 
University but also managing a mineral collection at the WA Museum, as well as 
researching aspects of mega-fauna, which I have helped collect from Nullarbor 
cave sites over the past four years. I spent 2006–07 as the Regional Manager 
of the Geraldton Museum—a position and location that I enjoyed immensely. 
I am currently on the council of the Royal Society of Western Australia, and, 
until recently, was the President of the University of Western Australia Geology 
Alumni, which I helped found in 2002. 

‘I still get out for the occasional exploration contract, and recently spent two 
months exploring the wilds of north-western Tasmania for potential VMS-style 
deposits. I spend as much time travelling in my spare time as possible. Please 
pass on my regards to all at the department who might remember me.’

Jeremy Peters 
‘I have managed to combine my ANU Geology (1991) with Mining Engineering 
(WA School of Mines, 1996); incidentally, I lectured first-year geology there 
with some success, failing only three malcontents in two years, and am currently 
consulting in Perth. I see some of the others around the traps here occasionally, 
mostly keeping in contact with Antony Shepherd. 

‘Despite an unnatural attraction to dark, smelly holes in the ground, I have 
not sold out to mining completely, as I manage to keep a smaller clientele happy 
with my modest abilities in both disciplines, finding that “geos” do not always 
understand the drivers of mining and engineers certainly do not adequately 
contemplate the geology of the deposits they mine. This suits junior mining 
companies and institutions, as I find that I can comfortably cover both the 
engineering and geological aspects of a project. I even have a couple of grassroots 
exploration projects on the books, which suits me fine, as not only do I get to 
roll my swag occasionally, I get to see more rocks and, as Dave Ellis once put it: 
“The more rocks you see, the better you are.”

‘If I can offer my view of the ANU: although it (was—is?) directed towards 
preparing students for higher degrees and academia rather than industry (cf. 
the number of my contemporaries with PhDs), this was its greatest strength, in 
that I find that my theoretical background and understanding of the chemistry, 
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relationships and mechanics of deposits and the rockmass in general is far better 
developed than that of contemporaries from other, more practical institutions. 
You learn the theory at the ANU and pick up the practice on the job! Not a bad 
thing at all.’

Dennis Charles Franklin
Prior to enrolling at the ANU, Dennis Charles Franklin served in the Royal 
Australian Navy as a supply and logistics specialist, from 1981 to 1989. 
He  considers the most important roles he played were operational support 
of the Darwin Patrol-Boat Squadron and capital-project management. He has 
continued his military career as an Intelligence Analyst in the Navy Reserve and 
holds the rank of Lieutenant Commander.

In 1991, Dennis completed an Honours Degree in Geology at the ANU, 
followed by a PhD (1997) at the University of Tasmania. He was awarded 
a full scholarship to conduct research into complex-systems behaviour in 
Prydz Bay, Antarctica—work that was supported by the Australian National 
Antarctic Research Expedition. Dennis studied the influence of climate-
driven sedimentological processes on the geological record as expressed on the 
continental margins of the Antarctic continent. He has published a number of 
articles and conference papers and is particularly proud of the discovery of a 
new order of nano-fossils that can be used as a palaeo-environmental indicator 
of cryogenic deposition. 

From 1997 to 1998, he was employed by Grant Geophysical on a program of 
exploration for commercial natural gas reserves in Bangladesh. This included the 
management of the logistical support facility in Chittagong, and the management 
of large seismic survey crews in the field. From 1998 to 2000, he returned 
part-time to the Navy as a Staff Officer in the Maritime Warfare Training Unit 
supporting the activities of five warfare schools at HMAS Cerberus.

Since 2000, he has held various positions at Computer Sciences Corporation 
(CSC). The first of these roles was as a knowledge broker supporting the delivery 
of IT services to BHP Billiton. Next, he took on the role of Senior Consultant 
on Competitive Intelligence, Data Management, Information Management, 
Knowledge Management, IT Strategy, IT Governance, Radio-Frequency 
Identification (RFID) in the copper electro-winning refinery environment, RFID 
in support of logistics operations, and in support of underground-vehicle traffic 
management. Next, he held sales and account management roles as Account 
Executive for BHP Billiton’s Australian Mining Operations, and Account 
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Executive for Corporate Systems, where he managed a business portfolio of 
more than $50 million. He is currently the Director of CSC’s Natural Resources 
Centre of Excellence, which has made several notable achievements. He also 
represents CSC’s interest as a member of the board of CRC Mining.

In 2006, he completed a Master of Business Administration at the University of 
Queensland (Mt Eliza Business School), and a Certificate in Executive Leadership 
from Cornell University in 2007. Dennis has been awarded an Australian Defence 
Medal, a Defence Long Service Medal, the Lonsdale Medallion (Navy Reserve 
Staff Course Dux), and CSC CEO Outstanding Achievement Award, 2004. 

Cameron (Cam) Schubert
Cameron (Cam) Schubert graduated from the ANU with BSc (Hons) in Geology 
in 1991. ‘My first job out of university was with Carpentaria Exploration 
Company—part of the Mount Isa Mines Group. I was lucky enough to spend the 
next 16 years transferring around the MIM and X-Strata operations. I followed 
my structural geology interest into the field of mine stability and geotechnical 
and rock-mechanics engineering. I completed a part-time MAppSc (UNSW) 
in Geological Engineering (1996) and a MEngSc (University of Queensland) 
in Mining Geomechnics (1998), and worked in these fields at Mount Isa, the 
McArthur River Mine (Northern Territory) and the Ernest Henry Mine before 
ending up in management roles. In August 2007, I joined BHP Billiton to work 
on the Olympic Dam Expansion Project.’

Robert Corkery
Robert Corkery took his BSc (Hons) in 1992, supervised by Professor Ted Lilley 
of RSES. In 1998, he gained a PhD in Physical and Material Science from the 
Applied Maths Department (Research School of Physical Sciences) supervised 
by Professor Stephen Hyde. ‘You might say things were not stacked in my 
favour going through undergraduate years at the ANU (1985–91). Those were 
somewhat uncertain times for my future. I recall staff had to go against their 
instinct in not giving a break to “strugglers”. This played some part in decisions 
to see me through to honours and eventually a PhD; I am glad for that. 

‘A real turning point came for me when Ted Lilley was my mentor during 
honours and the time was right to take things seriously, and things worked out 
with a First-Class Honours. Professor Barry Ninham was also a great mentor 
during my PhD. Incidentally, one of the other turning points for me was taking 
a year off after second year to work with WMC at Mount Magnet (Hill 50, 
underground) and then at Paragon Gold. The miners and supervisors were tough 
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blokes and the mining game was a serious one. It taught me how to do an honest 
day’s work. Working in industry for five years showed me the academic world 
was not all there was to life. But now I have struck a balance at the institute at 
which I work; we try to bring academic work to industry, and our funding is 
roughly 60 per cent industrial and 40 per cent academic. Various mining and 
resource companies are on our membership, and I like working on finding new 
sources of clays, salts and other minerals for the consumer industry. My main 
game these days is material science—perhaps as a result of all that hard-rock 
training. My career moves have been as follows: 1998, Postdoctorate in Physical 
Chemistry at Lund University, Sweden; 1999–2004, Research Scientist with 
Procter and Gamble Corporate Research, Cincinnati, USA; 2004–07, Research 
Scientist at YKI Institute for Surface Chemistry, Stockholm, Sweden; 2007–08, 
Research Director at YKI. 

Chris De-Vitry and Claudia Camarotto
Chris De-Vitry (1991–92) studied petrology, structural geology, palaeontology, 
sedimentology and economic geology at the ANU, and then took Honours in 
Geology at the University of Western Australia, followed by an MSc. He is 
currently completing an MSc in Geostatistics at the University of Adelaide. 
Claudia Camarotto gained her Bachelor of Economics and BSc (Petrology, 
Economic Geology, Geography) in 1988–93, followed in 1996–97 by a Diploma 
in Human Resources. She is currently studying for a Diploma of Accounting.

Chris has worked in several positions: 1993–2001, for WMC Limited 
(Geological Assistant, Mine Geologist, Ore-Resource Geologist, Senior Ore-
Resource Geologist); 2001–03, BHP Billiton at Newman as Senior Ore-Resource 
Geologist; 2004–06, at Stawell Gold Mines, Victoria, as Senior Ore-Resource 
Geologist; 2006 – present, Principal Consultant for Quantitative Geoscience. 
Claudia has worked as a Research Assistant at the ANU (1993); for WMC Limited 
(1994–2001) as a Business Analyst, Human Resources, (Standard Accounting 
Practice) and Year 2000 Project teams; 2001 – present, as a Financial Officer with 
Newman Women’s Shelter.

Chris and Claudia met in second-year petrology and were dating by third-
year petrology, and they married on 31 December 1994. They now have three 
children (Nicolas, nine, Anton, six, and Amelia, two). Since marrying, they have 
moved almost every two years, but are hoping the next move (in October 2008) 
to an acreage on the outskirts of Brisbane will be permanent. They have lived in 
Leinster, Three Springs, Newman and Perth, in Western Australia; Melbourne 
and Stawell, Victoria; and Toronto, Canada.
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Chris is still a keen cyclist and kayaker and Claudia’s life revolves around 
kids and holding the fort while Chris is travelling. She has recently developed 
a carbon emissions conscience, will recycle you if you stand still long enough, 
and walks everywhere—which is handy given the price of petrol! They try to 
visit the east at least once every two years to see family in Canberra and New 
South Wales.

Penny King
Penny King worked on A-type granites with Professor Chappell after 
graduating with First-Class Honours in 1992. She then took a PhD at Arizona 
State University before joining the staff of the University of Western Ontario as 
Assistant (1999–2006) and later (2006) Associate Professor. She is currently a 
Senior Research Scientist at the Institute of Meteoritics at the University of New 
Mexico. In 2005, she was a Distinguished Lecturer for the Mineralogical Society 
of America.

Antony Shepherd 
‘I am currently living in Perth and working for Barrick Gold. In fact, with 
takeovers and mergers of various companies, I am still working for the same 
company I started with when I graduated from the ANU in 1992!

‘After graduating, I first worked as a Research Assistant for Bruce Chappell, 
and then joined Geopeko for a few months at Parkes, New South Wales. From 
1992 to 1997, I worked at Meekatharra and Mount Morgan for Dominion Mining 
Limited and Plutonic Operations Limited. In 1998, I became Senior Geologist 
with Barrick Gold Corporation and Homestake Gold of Australia, still working 
in Western Australia. From 2002 to 2005, I worked in Canada for Hugh River 
Gold Mines Limited; then, in 2005, as a consultant in Sichuan, China. From 
November 2005 to the present, I have been Superintendent Mine Exploration–
Australia/Pacific RBU, based in Perth.’

Chris Pigram
Chris Pigram was a PhD student from 1988 to 1993, after which he worked with 
BMR/AGSO/GA and is now Deputy CEO and Chief of the Geospatial and Earth 
Monitoring Division.
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Megan Spandler/James 
‘Having enjoyed my studies at the ANU and graduating with Honours in 1993, 
I decided to share my love of science with others, so I became a secondary 
schoolteacher. I find it challenging and rewarding teaching twelve–eighteen-
year-olds in several aspects of science and especially geocience.’

Clinton James Rivers 
‘I majored in geology and regolith studies, with sub-majors in chemistry and 
Indonesian, and graduated with Honours in 1993. I was among one of the early 
batches of CRC-LEME people studying the geology, geochemistry and landscape 
evolution of the Puzzler Walls, Charters Towers, in far north Queensland 
(attempting to use rare-earth-element analyses to see through laterite cover). 
I have gone on to use the full mix of what I learned at university on a daily basis: 
geology, chemistry and Indonesian—first, understanding the nature of things, 
and then applying it on a global scale.

‘Of the past 15 years working, only a couple of them have been focused on 
Australian geology. I have worked mostly on the geochemistry of Ni laterites 
in many of the tropical areas of Earth: north Queensland, Western Australia, 
Indonesia, the Philippines, Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, New 
Caledonia, Cuba, Colombia, Turkey and Brazil. In 2008, I worked as the Geology 
and Mineral Resources Manager for the Pearl Project in eastern Indonesia, on a 
large Ni-laterite pre-feasibilty study—the pinnacle of a 15-year career. In 2009, 
I joined the ranks of the unemployed—hopefully just briefly—as our project 
closed down in Indonesia and Ni laterites became less popular. I plan to change 
commodities.

‘Memorable times at the ANU: bush jumping at Lake Mungo in first year, 
1989; memorising all of the rock samples in the second-year lab the night before 
the practical exam, 1990; late nights spent in the microscope lab polishing thin 
sections; smashing granites with Professor Bruce Chappell in third year and 
pondering planetary evolution; glycolating XRD traces with Professor Tony 
Eggleton and pondering crystal-lattice deformation in honours year, 1992–93; 
redesigning the ANU shield logo to become a geology society shield volcano [see 
Plate 8.3].’

Ron Hackney
Ron Hackney graduated with a BSc (Hons) in 1993 and went on to complete 
an MSc at Victoria University, Wellington (New Zealand), in 1995. The MSc 
involved geophysical work in Antarctica (a field trip that is yet to be topped) 
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aimed at explaining the origin of the Transantarctic Mountains. After marrying 
fellow graduate Allison Britt in 1996, Ron followed her to Perth and did a PhD 
at the University of Western Australia on crustal structure in the Hamersley 
Province. The PhD, completed in 2001, was followed by a postdoctorate at 
the Free University of Berlin working on the Andes. At the end of 2004 came 
baby daughter, Chiara (born on Christmas Day), and a Junior Professorship at 
the University of Kiel, where, in between teaching, he focused on studies of 
subduction-zone processes, the application of new-generation satellite gravity 
data (GRACE, GOCE) and helped initiate high-altitude airborne geophysics on 
HALO—a new German research jet. Ron returned to Australia in January 2008 
to take up a position as a potential-field geophysicist within the Marine and 
Petroleum Division of Geoscience Australia.

José Ignacio Martίnez 
‘I join from a distance this important celebration. As for my career, this is what 
I have been doing. After completing my PhD on the palaeoceanography of 
the Tasman Sea in 1993, I travelled back to Colombia to take up a position as 
Exploration Biostratigrapher for the Colombian Petroleum Institute. This lasted 
for two years; then, late in 1995, I took a position as a Research Fellow back at 
the ANU, studying the palaeoceanography of the eastern Indian Ocean. Early in 
1998, I returned to Colombia—this time to take a position as a Research Lecturer 
at Universidad EAFIT in Medellin. Since that time, I have investigated the 
palaeoceanography of the Panama and Colombia basins and the palaeolimnology 
of Cauca Lake, and directed a number of undergraduate and masters research 
projects. Some of my students have had the opportunity to take internships 
in China, Mexico, Chile, Spain and the United States and have participated in 
French and US cruises. Proudly, three of my former masters students are now 
doing their PhDs at Bremen, one former undergraduate is doing his PhD at the 
University of Florida, and others have taken industrial positions. I served as 
member of the Scientific Steering Committee of Past Climate Changes between 
2004 and 2006, and have served on the Editorial Board of Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology since 1998. Last but not least, gladly we had 
an ANU student, Max Collett, last semester with us. All these are projections 
of the Geology Department of the ANU in Colombia. Hasta la vista—Ignacio.’ 

Thierry Corrège 
‘I completed my PhD with Patrick De Deckker in 1993, working on the 
Quaternary palaeoceanography of the Queensland Trough. I then moved to the 
University of Bordeaux (France), where I had a contract position for two years—
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mostly teaching and writing papers from my PhD material. In September 1995, 
I was hired by ORSTOM, a French Government Research Institute focusing on 
the tropical zone, with strong interaction with local scientists from tropical 
countries. ORSTOM changed its name in 2000 and is now called the Institut 
de Recherche pour le development (IRD). I was first based in Bondy, near Paris, 
and then moved to New Caledonia in February 1998. I did a lot of fieldwork all 
over the Pacific Ocean to collect coral samples to study the El Niño–Southern 
Oscillation through time. Being based in New Caledonia also enabled me to 
set up new collaborations with colleagues at the ANU (Patrick De Deckker, of 
course, but also Mike Gagan and Malcolm McCulloch). 

‘In 2004, I spent a year at the ANU as a Visiting Scientist in RSES. It was 
really good being back “home”, but, after a year, the University of Bordeaux 
approached me for the position of Professor. I joined Bordeaux in October 
2005, first as a Visiting Professor, then as a full-time Professor and Head of the 
Palaeoclimatology team (about 30 people) since September 2006. My research 
interest is still on corals and geochemistry to study the El Niño–Southern 
Oscillation, but I am also starting to work on speleothems from South America to 
trace the latitudinal movements of the Intertropical Convergence Zone through 
time. 

‘Additional details (including many photos) can be found on my research 
home page: <http://www.epoc.u-bordeaux.fr/indiv/Correge/>’

Roger Skirrow 
‘Late 1993 to early 1994 was a hectic start to post-PhD life, including submission 
of the tome, followed by marriage, moving to Adelaide to take up an exploration 
position with WMC, and the birth of our first child. Fieldwork at Streaky Bay 
in western South Australia was a pleasant contrast to drilling in the central 
Gawler Craton in mid-summer. An opportunity to work in Argentina with 
AGSO took us back to Canberra in 1995, where our second boy was born amid 
stints of fieldwork on the Palaeozoic metallogeny of the Sierras Pampeanas and 
struggling with Spanglish. The Argentina project was the last major overseas 
geoscience mapping project undertaken by AGSO/GA, and I subsequently 
worked on the Cu-Au metallogeny of the Curnamona Province within the 
Broken Hill Exploration Initiative. 

‘From 2000 to 2006, I was Project Leader of the Gawler Craton Project at 
Geoscience Australia (GA), investigating regional controls on gold and iron-oxide 
Cu-Au mineral systems. This culminated in the publication of a Special Issue of 
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Economic Geology; I am also currently on the Editorial Board of this journal. 
Long-service leave in 2006 took our family to France for three months, where 
our boys attended a term of school in a village near the Pyrenees. As parents, 
we had the duty of scouting the local historical sites, cafes and scenic spots 
to visit later with the boys. En route to Europe, I introduced my boys to the 
joys and tribulations of mountain climbing when we scaled Mount Kinabalu 
in Sabah, which, at 4100 m, is a surprising geological phenomenon rising out 
of the jungles of Borneo. I am currently a Principal Research Scientist at GA, 
and Leader of the Uranium Systems Project within our new Onshore-Energy 
Security Program. Basins and regolith are new foci in the program, which is a big 
shift for most of us Precambrian hard-rockers in the division! We have a great 
contingent of ex-ANU people here in the division, including Dave Champion, 
Patrice de Caritat, Anthony Budd and our chief, James Johnson. Sports such as 
tennis, cross-country and telemark skiing, surfing, hiking and climbing keep 
me active when they can be squeezed in.’

Greg Miles 
‘I studied between 1990 and 1994. My first year was in the “Old” Building, then 
second year in the “New” Building. I have often recalled how I sort of fell into 
geology on the advice of an ANU “enrolment councillor” who suggested I take 
first-year Earth Science as a “filler”. At the time, I had morbid plans of studying 
maths and physics, however, I took only about six weeks to realise my folly, 
which thankfully coincided with the first Earth Science field trip to the South 
Coast. It was about this time that I realised that I related better to the natural 
world and, more importantly, to the people of the department; and that was 
that! There were still a few hard lessons to learn (most notable was a discussion 
with old Professor Campbell about why I had scored a miserable 18 per cent on 
my mid-semester exam; apparently, it had something to do with studying and 
learning), but, for the most part, my course was set. I have met plenty of other 
good geos who also fell into the discipline by accident.

‘I have plenty of good memories from my geology studies at the ANU. There 
is no doubt that the various field trips were a highlight, particularly Dave Ellis’s 
trips to Broken Hill [see Plate 4.6], and Camperdown, but even Keith Crook’s 
trips to the South Coast were very good and provided me with a more than 
fleeting interest in sedimentology (that did not last). Most important were the 
use of postgraduate students as tutors for labs and field trips such as Leah 
Moore, Warwick Crowe and Geoff Deacon. These people provided invaluable 
assistance passing knowledge across what was often a generation gap between 
lecturer and student. 
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‘I was President of the Student Geological Society in 1992, with the primary 
function of purchasing beer for the rest of the department’s pleasure. The 
greatest lowlight was being rejected for the Honours Program in 1993 after I did 
not quite meet the enrolment criteria, and the department would not waive it—
bastards! But I got over it and completed a Grad. Dip., which was obviously the 
right thing to do. I had a job before I even handed my thesis in and promptly 
moved to Western Australia at the earliest opportunity—in 1994 (before 
you could realise how poor my thesis was!). I was lucky to be given a gold-
exploration job, which really suited me, but I would have taken anything for 
a first job. I have found the exploration game to be an excellent mix of geological 
skill, ideas, interpersonal skills and hard work, to mention a few. Deficiencies 
in one area can be compensated by strengths in others, but a little bit of luck 
never goes astray either. I am still in Perth (I have spent a bit of time on the 
east coast, but not much) and these days I am the Exploration Manager for 
a small junior company called Cazaly Resources dabbling in gold, iron, copper 
and any other commodity we can make a buck from. It is pretty low profile, but 
I have done the big-company gig and it does not appeal. I have found far more 
independence, creativity, autonomy, responsibility and ultimately enjoyment 
in a small company. And recently I have had a bit to do with John Walshe again 
in an industry-sponsored research group. Walshey was one of my fourth-year 
supervisors (along with Dave Ellis) and it has been interesting to listen to his 
lectures again—it seems like I have come full circle.

Ulrike (‘Ulli’) Troitzsch 
‘I came to the department as a visiting overseas student from Germany in 1994 
to carry out a field study on the Cooma Granodiorite (honours thesis), working 
with David Ellis. A highlight of this study was the discovery of hercynite 
included in sillimanite porphyroblasts—previously unknown for this well-
studied locality. Having fallen in love with Canberra (as only visitors from 
overseas can do) and wanting to do much more mountain biking, I returned 
to the Geology Department as a PhD student in 1996, to work on ‘The crystal 
structure and thermodynamic properties of titanite solid solution Ca(Ti,Al)
(O,F)OSiO4’. This work was of an experimental nature, based on high-PT 
experiments and the calibration of titanite as a geothermo barometer. This 
study discovered that pure Al-F end member of titanite CaAlFSiO4—despite 
its absence in nature—is a stable compound in the laboratory, which initiated 
a thorough investigation of the crystal structure of this binary titanite solid 
solution, and study of its thermodynamic properties, in order to explain and 
reconcile natural occurrences and experimental results (this was awarded a Best 
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Student Presentation at the 1998 AGU Conference). After a postdoctorate at 
the University of California, Davis, in 2000, which was very successful in that 
I met my husband, Patrick, and convinced him that Australia was the place 
to be, I returned to Canberra and the Geology Department once again—this 
time to carry out a phase-diagram and crystallographic study of the ZrO2-TiO2 
system in collaboration with David Ellis and Andrew Christy. This resulted in 
the discovery of several new phases of special importance for the dielectric 
ceramic industry, and the publication of several papers and a patent. In 2003, 
I became a staff member by being appointed Manager of the XRD laboratory and 
XRF Technician at the department, supporting my research with an FRGS grant 
and a Knowledge Fund grant at the same time, as well as teaching occasionally. 
Over the years, I have enjoyed the intimate and collegial atmosphere at the 
department, and the opportunity to combine my technical skills with research 
and teaching activities. I am now looking forward to new challenges in the 
enlarged institution of RSES.’

Tony Meixner
Tony Meixner studied a lot of maths and physics early in his course, so he 
took several third-year courses as part of his Honours Degree. He was awarded 
a Hales Scholarship in 1995 to undertake his honours project, supervised by Ted 
Lilley (RSES) and Peter Gunn (AGSO). He is currently working with the Onshore 
Energy and Minerals Division at GA, interpreting and modelling potential-field 
data.

Tony Rathburn 
‘I was a postgraduate at the ANU working with Patrick De Deckker from 
1993 to 1995. After leaving the ANU in 1995, I went to Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography at La Jolla, California, as a postdoctoral research scientist. From 
1999 to 2001, I also became a Lecturer in the Marine and Environmental Studies 
Program at the University of San Diego. In 2001, I joined the Geology Program 
at Indiana State University, where I am currently an Associate Professor, and 
a Research Associate Scientist at Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

‘Although based on another continent, I have continued collaborative work 
with Patrick De Deckker and others at the ANU, including participation on the 
initial AUSCAN cruise with Patrick. Throughout my career, my research has 
focused on the ecology and bio-geochemistry of benthic foraminifera. My work 
includes the use of submersibles to study sea-floor methane-seep environments 
and submarine canyons off California and Alaska. I am also working on 
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foraminiferal responses to pollutants in the Venice Lagoon in Italy, and recently 
have returned to the Antarctic to examine sea-floor ecosystem responses to 
temporal changes in ocean productivity.’

Tim Barrows
Tim Barrows graduated with First-Class Honours from the Geology Department 
in 1995. ‘My honours mapping indicated the important possibility of glacial 
permafrost deposits on Black Mountain in Canberra. I won a few awards in my 
undergraduate degree [see Prize Lists]. I then received a John Conrad Jaeger 
Scholarship and completed a PhD at the Research School of Earth Sciences 
in 2000. I also received the Robert Hill Memorial Prize in that year. My first 
Postdoctoral Fellowship was with the Geology Department, jointly with the 
University of Colorado. My second postdoctorate was for two years in the 
Nuclear Physics Department at the ANU, where I was promoted to Research 
Fellow. My third postdoctorate was an ARC APD—also conducted at the Nuclear 
Physics Department at the ANU. Most of my research has centered on climate 
change during the Quaternary. I have specialised in marine micropalaeontology 
and cosmogenic nuclides for dating.’

David Tilley
In 1991, David Tilley received a BSc (Hons) with a major in Geology from Flinders 
University of South Australia and, in 1996, a PhD from the ANU in Regolith 
Mineralogy. His research thesis was on the evolution of bauxitic pisoliths at 
Weipa in north Queensland, which resulted in the discovery of the natural 
occurrence of eta-alumina in bauxite. After his PhD, David continued to work 
at the ANU’s Geology Department, as an Associate Lecturer in Geology and 
Mineralogy, while conducting research into poorly diffracting materials within 
the Australian regolith. This included studies into the alteration of titanite, the 
weathering of iron–nickel meteorites and the characterisation of hisingerite 
using advanced X-ray diffraction techniques and electron microscopy. After 
seven years with the ANU, David worked in the Australian Government 
in resources and energy policy for a period of five years. Here he assisted in 
drafting legislation, ministerial correspondence and briefing for the Minister 
for Industry, Tourism and Resources. David returned to geology in 2006 as 
an Exploration Geologist with Oceana Gold Limited in New Zealand, where 
he supervised diamond drilling and geochemical sampling operations and 
conducted a study on the use of the portable infrared mineral analyser in gold 
exploration. At the end of 2007, David joined Amdel Limited in Adelaide as a 
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Senior Mineralogist and was the manager of Amdel’s new QEMSCAN laboratory. 
In July 2008, David began working with Archer Exploration Limited, where he 
is currently an Exploration Geologist.

Leanne Dancie/Armand
Leanne Dancie/Armand (1991–97), honours student, Research Assistant 
and PhD graduate, joined the Geology Department from Flinders University, 
Adelaide, via a stint at the Alice Springs Museum, to work as a part-time 
Research Assistant in vertebrate palaeontology for Professor David Ride. At the 
same time, she undertook a part-time Honours Degree (perhaps the first in the 
Geology Department) studying the geology and palaeontology of Teapot Creek 
in the Monaro region of New South Wales, under the supervision of Professor 
David Ride and Professor Ken Campbell (1991–92). She achieved a First-Class 
Honours and applied for several PhD scholarships, settling on a new focus in 
marine micropalaeontology with Patrick De Deckker in the Geology Department, 
and Dr Jean-Jacques Pichon (deceased) at the University of Bordeaux I. For 
this thesis (1993–97), she developed the first palaeo-sea ice reconstruction of 
the Southern Ocean based on the remains of fossilised diatoms (micro-algae) 
from deep-sea cores recovered south of Tasmania. During the final year of her 
thesis, Leanne migrated to France in the hope of attracting a postdoctorate in 
the northern hemisphere.

Several months later, in mid-1998, she found herself a postdoctorate in 
Tasmania, at the Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies (IASOS), and 
returned to Australia with her family (husband and three-month-old son). Here 
her research remained focused on the Antarctic-diatom records covering the 
past 120 000 years. A subsequent fellowship in the Antarctic CRC followed and 
allowed her to branch into the living world of Southern Ocean phytoplankton. 
At the demise of the Antarctic CRC in 2003, she was employed for a year at 
CSIRO Marine Laboratories as a Research Assistant while awaiting an eventually 
successful outcome in the prestigious European Union’s Marie Curie Postdoctoral 
Fellow Awards in 2005. She thus returned to France to take up the Fellowship 
at the Laboratory of Oceanography and Biogeochemistry at the Centre of 
Oceanography of Marseille (CNRS/Universite de la Mediterranee) focusing on 
issues of phytoplankton distributions in relation to the uptake of silica and the 
role of iron availability in the Southern Ocean. In 2007, Leanne was awarded the 
Australian Academy of Science’s Dorothy Hill Award for outstanding women 
scientists in the fields of palaeontology, taxonomy, geology and oceanography 
and the Rose Provasoli Scholarship from Bigelow Laboratories, USA.
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Leanne is now back in Tasmania in her reintegration phase of the Marie Curie 
Fellowship co-funded by CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research and the 
Antarctic Climate and Ecosystem Research CRC at the University of Tasmania, 
where she continues her diatom work crosscutting the fields of modern and 
palaeoceanographic research under the classical domains of biology, geology, 
oceanography and sea-ice cover. She has had a second son and is now fluent in 
French.

Leah Moore
After leaving the ANU in 1997, Leah Moore undertook a variety of positions with 
the University of Canberra—first, with the School of Resource, Environment and 
Heritage Science as Lecturer in Regolith Geology and Volcanic Sedimentology, 
and then as Convener of second-year Earth Sciences. She was promoted to 
Senior Lecturer in 2001 and became Director of the Dryland Salinity Hazard 
Mitigation Program, and Course Manager for the Graduate Certificate in Physics 
Teaching in the School of Information Science and Engineering. She then 
progressed in administrative roles, becoming Dean of Students in 2004, Deputy 
Head of Division (2006–08) and Acting Pro-Vice Chancellor, Communication 
and Education (2007). In 2005, she took study leave in curriculum studies with 
the Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia, Vancouver. Leah is 
married, with two young girls, and is currently working in Perth and Canberra.

Kriton Glenn
Kriton Glenn graduated with honours in 1997 and started contract work for 
Environment Australia to assist in the management plan for development and 
enforcement of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act (1999) onsite at 
Ashmore Reef. He provides both linguistic and scientific support with advice on 
the environmental challenges in managing the offshore marine reserves on the 
North-West Shelf. This involves working closely with the Australian Customs 
National Marine Unit, the Royal Australian Navy and a range of scientific 
institutions. He is currently completing a part-time PhD at Adelaide University.

Shawn Stanley 
‘After completing my Honours Degree in 1997, I worked as a Research Assistant 
to examine desert-quartz grains in the alpine lakes of the Snowy Mountains. 
I then joined GA, where I am currently involved in Australia’s submission to the 
UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf in support of our claim 
for extended continental shelf under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. 
I am currently working in the field of Geographic Information Systems and I am 
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creating a computer interface to help display Australia’s law of the sea claim to 
the United Nations, and have provided GIS support in the finalisation of our 
claim areas. I have also continued sedimentation studies off eastern Antarctica. 
The well-rounded Earth Science Degree I gained from the ANU has proved 
invaluable in furthering my career.’

Dave McPherson 
‘After graduating in 1998 and failing an interview with Shell, I was offered a 
position in the three-year Graduate Program at Woodside Energy in Perth as an 
exploration geologist. This seemed a better proposition than “fly-in–fly-out” 
mining work, although I had little background in petroleum. The second half of 
1998 proved to be life changing for me: in July, my son was born; in September, 
I was offered the job with Woodside; in November, I completed my honours 
thesis; in December, I was married and moved to Perth to start our new life 
there.

‘During that first year, I was introduced to basin modelling, stratigraphic 
interpretation, seismic interpretation, and drilling operations (including 
visiting an offshore drilling rig for a few weeks to learn about the “pointy end” 
of the oil business). The next few years flew by in the Geologic Services team, 
where I quickly became involved in some of Woodside’s high-profile projects, 
including exploring around the Laminaria oil field in the Timor Sea, developing 
a sequence-stratigraphic model south of the Goodwyn and Rankin gas fields, 
and performing pore-pressure predictions in a number of sedimentary basins, 
including the Gulf of Mexico and offshore Mauritania, in west Africa. For three 
years, I was involved in Woodside’s exploration program in the Gulf of Mexico, 
based in Perth. This team had everything I wanted at the time: exciting geology, 
an active exploration program, a challenging business environment and the 
opportunity to travel to Houston. I became closely involved in the drilling of 
wells in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico, with water depths ranging from 1000 to 
more than 3000 m. This required more and more frequent travel to the United 
States, and eventually led to the decision to relocate to Houston with my family. 
In mid-2003, we packed up the contents of our newly built house in Perth and 
boarded the plane. For my wife and children, this was to be their first overseas 
trip, so they were very excited but also nervous about what lay ahead. 

‘In 2006, I decided to leave Woodside to take up a position with Shell 
in Houston, where I was involved in a very large project to acquire new 
acreage in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico beneath large salt bodies that made 
seeing the structure beneath using seismic data very difficult. I worked in a 
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multidisciplinary team evaluating this acreage, determining its economic value 
and risk, deciding how best to extract the oil and gas, and then, finally, how 
much to pay for the leases. The culmination of this was the federal lease sale 
held in October 2007 in New Orleans, where we (Shell) secured some of the most 
prospective leases in the sale. 

‘With the end of such a large and exciting project came a sense of anticlimax—
and in me a desire to find the next challenge. I did not have to look far to find 
it: Shell was busy setting up an exploration team in Nigeria to target deep, 
high-pressure oil and gas pools that lie below the existing prolific fields. This 
was the challenge I was after—interesting geology and a very different way of 
living—so, in July 2008, we packed up again and began our African adventure. 

‘When I look back on my journey so far, I can honestly say that the oil 
industry has gone beyond my expectations—formed back when I first applied 
to Shell. I am doing very interesting and challenging work, using my geologic 
skills daily in an industry that touches the lives of everyone on the planet. 
Although many of the skills I use today were taught on the job, the broad 
background I gained at the ANU has been invaluable in helping me achieve my 
goals.’ 

Sophie O’Dwyer
Sophie O’Dwyer graduated from the ANU in 1999 with a BA and BSc, and 
then took a Graduate Certificate and MA in Environmental Management 
and Development (2000–01). After graduation, she worked in Chiang Mai, 
Thailand, on environmental education, and at the World Resources Institute 
in Washington, DC, on landfill-gas projects. After returning to Australia, in 
2003, she worked at the Brisbane City Council on landfill-gas projects and water 
and energy-efficient community projects. She transferred to the Queensland 
Environmental Protection Agency in 2004 to manage the Renewable Energy 
Diesel Replacement Scheme, which oversaw the installation of solar power 
in off-grid areas of Queensland. She worked closely with the local renewable 
energy industry to promote their sustainable growth and quality assurance. 
Currently, she is Managing Director of Commerce Carbon Group, an energy 
solutions consultancy and a world leader in carbon management services, where 
she specialises in greenhouse-gas management plans, emissions inventories, 
carbon offset and brokerage services. 
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Heather Catchpole 
‘I graduated with a BSc majoring in Geology at the ANU in 2000. I then moved 
to Tasmania briefly with my partner, Cody Horgan—also a Geology graduate. 
We met studying geology and shared some wonderful field trips; we have been 
together for 11 years and have been married for four years. We have two kids, 
Saskia (five) and Beren (10 months). While Cody studied a boat-building degree 
in Tasmania, I returned to Canberra and worked as a Research Assistant at the 
Australian Defence Force Academy and did a Masters in Science Communication 
at the ANU. I worked for a while at The Canberra Times, and then at the 
CSIRO, where for three years I was Editor of the children’s science magazine 
Scientriffic. Cody moved back to Canberra, bringing his first 12-ft huon-pine 
dinghy, and we had our daughter, Saskia. We then moved to Sydney, where 
I worked as a science journalist for the ABC Science News site and Cody worked 
as a shipwright. I worked at the ABC for the next three years as a journalist 
and science-web producer, writing articles, creating web-based science games 
and working on projects such as the plastic bag famine for National Science 
Week. In 2007, I enrolled in a Certificate of Fine Arts and became pregnant 
with our second child, Beren. I now work from home as a freelance science 
writer and production editor of the Geological Society of Australia’s magazine, 
The Australian Geologist.’

Lynda Radke 
‘I completed a PhD in 2000 in the Geology Department at the ANU, under the 
direction of Dr Patrick De Deckker. The work, which examined the relationship 
between the geochemical evolution of salt lakes and ostracod-species 
composition, was an extension of earlier research carried out in Canadian 
groundwater, spring and stream systems. I started to work at GA in 1998, 
researching estuary bio-geochemistry in the Urban Coastal Impacts Group and 
subsequently the Coastal CRC. My current role at GA is to manage the content of 
the Oz Coasts web site (formerly, Oz Estuaries), and to investigate the potential 
for geochemical surrogates of marine biodiversity.’

Cameron O’Neill
Cameron O’Neill graduated with a First-Class Honous Degree in Geology and 
a BEc in 2000. He is currently working as an analyst with the Australian 
consulting firm ACIL Tasman, providing economic and strategic analysis to 
underpin policy decisions by government and providing advice to industry 
leaders and financial institutions to help them anticipate these policy outcomes. 
Current areas of research include water pricing and allocation, energy-market 
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structure, and prospective greenhouse policy and its impact on business. ‘I find 
this type of work diverse and challenging and it enables me to utilise the skills 
I learnt in both disciplines at the ANU.’

Michelle Spooner
Michelle Spooner graduated with BSc (Hons) in 2001 and a PhD in 2006. ‘Since 
leaving the ANU, I have worked in the Marine and Coastal Environment Group at 
GA, where I focused on the biodiversity of rhodolith deposits in the Recherche 
Archipelago. I am currently working in the domestic carbon capture and storage 
group.’ 

Kurt Worden
Kurt Worden graduated with BSc (Hons) in Geology and LLB degrees in 2001. 
He joined GA and has been trained as a geochronologist, specialising in U-Pb 
SHRIMP dating, which is carried out at RSES. He works with the NT Geological 
Survey participating in the planning and fieldwork for their geochronology 
program.

Samantha Williams
Samantha Williams gained an Honours Degree in 2002 for work on an area of the 
Tianshan Mountains in north-western China. She is now working as a geologist 
at the Cowal Gold Project in New South Wales for Barrick Gold of Australia. 
Her work involves statistically evaluating the accuracy and precision of the 
gold-assay results to determine the economic viability of the project. She also 
does core logging, interpretation, report writing and database validation. In the 
future, she plans to do a PhD in petrology and tectonics.

Davide Murgese
Davide Murgese came from Turin, Italy, to gain his PhD in 2003. He studied the 
evolution of the eastern Indian Ocean over the past 60 000 years by analysing 
the carbon and oxygen stable isotopes in calcareous micro-organisms on the 
sea floor. One of the major goals of this research was to gain information on the 
changes in carbon dioxide levels for the Quaternary period to understand, and 
possibly predict, the greenhouse effect and global warming. He is now back in 
Turin, working for the Environmental Division of CSI Piemonte as a geologist 
assessing environmental impacts.
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Peter Collett 
‘I graduated in 2006 and have been working as an exploration geologist for the 
past two years—initially, with Rio Tinto Exploration and, recently, with Tri 
Origin Minerals based at the Woodlawn mine site. I have largely kept abreast of 
changes in the department since I left, and continue to bear an interest in the 
state of geoscience education at the ANU and more broadly within Australia. 
It would be a fantastic opportunity to be involved in celebrations of the ANU 
Geology fiftieth anniversary both to have the opportunity to meet alumni and 
to gauge the impact that graduates have had on Australian mining, exploration 
and geoscience.’

Thomas Abraham-James 
‘Upon successful completion of my BSc (Hons) in 2006, I began full-time 
employment with Rio Tinto at their Argyle diamond mine. I relocated to live 
in Kununurra, Western Australia, and was given the role of Mine Geologist and 
member of Rio Tinto’s graduate program. My primary role was to assist with 
Argyle’s underground development, being actively involved in all geological 
and geotechnical matters.

‘After a year at Argyle, I made the decision to follow my heart and deviate to 
a career as an exploration geologist. I gained employment as Project Geologist 
with Platina Resources Limited, a platinum-group-element (PGE) explorer based 
in Queensland. This achievement was assisted by the PGE experience that 
I gained during my time at the ANU, having won the AusIMM Southern Africa–
Australia scholarship. This enabled me to travel to South Africa for my honours 
project, conducting research at Placer Dome Incorporated’s Sedibelo PGE 
project. Since joining Platina, I have operated at all of the company’s projects, 
located in Western Australia, Namibia and Greenland. I have now been with 
Platina for two years and, as of December 2008, was promoted to the position of 
Exploration Manager.’


